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Transactional WorkowsJuha Puustj�arviDepartment of Computer ScienceP.O. Box 26, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finlandjuha.puustjarvi@cs.helsinki.�, http://www.cs.helsinki.�/�puustjar/PhD Thesis, Series of Publications A, Report A-1999-2Helsinki, August 1999, 104 pagesISSN 1238-8645, ISBN 951-45-8642-5AbstractThe basic transaction model has evolved over time to incorporate morecomplex transaction structures and to selectively relax the atomicity andisolation properties. We study the relaxation of atomicity and isolation inthe context of workow systems.For long lasting transactions the atomicity property is usually enforced bysome form of compensation. A problem with compensation is that othertransactions may access dirty (i.e., uncommitted) data. In order to avoidthe problems of dirty data we introduce the notion of options. Instead ofmaking dirty updates, workows acquire options. An option is a certi�cationof the success of a possible later update.The implementation of options is based on the notion of a two-phase task.Such a task can also be used to support co-operative work. This leads to themore general notion of a negotiation task. Negotiation tasks are managed bya protocol which is similar to the two-phase commit protocol in that thereis a request phase and a decision phase; the spectrum of the negotiation isnot restricted to atomic commitment, however.Serializability as an isolation criterion though well suitable for traditionaltransactions would overly restrict the concurrency of long lasting transac-tions. By using semantic information it is possible to weaken, or give upaltogether, the serializability criterion, and yet ensure workow executioncorrectness. The problem, however, is that the use of semantic informa-tion in concurrency control makes the speci�cation as well as the manage-ment of workows more complex. We alleviate this problem by introducingself-isolating workows, which set and unset consistency constraints in thei



database in a way analogous to the way in which traditional transactionsobtain and release locks. The advantages of using consistency constraintsin workow isolation are twofold. First, the expression power of consistencyconstraints in a database query language (SQL) is high, which in turn in-creases the potential degree of concurrency. Second, workow concurrencycontrol can be implemented by using the services of the underlying databasemanagement system.Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject Descriptors:H.2.4 Systems: Concurrency, Transaction processingH.4.1 O�ce automation: Workow managementGeneral Terms:Workows, DatabasesAdditional Key Words and Phrases:Advanced transactions, Atomicity, Isolation, Consistency
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Chapter 1IntroductionBusiness processes, or organizational processes as they are also called, arecollections of activities that support critical organizational and businessfunctions. Processing a purchase order, processing an insurance claim andprocessing a loan request are typical business processes.Business processes are implemented as information processes and ma-terial processes. Material processes relate to human tasks and physicalproducts. Information processes consist of tasks that create, process, man-age, and provide information. The tasks may be more or less automated,e.g., a task performed by a human interacting with a computer is a partiallyautomated task while a program taking order information as input and gen-erating a bill is a fully automated task. Database systems, transaction pro-cessing monitors, and distributed systems provide the basic infrastructurefor supporting tasks.Today's business processes are dynamic: competition and economic pres-sures may require the cost of business processes to be reduced. Moreover,in order to increase customer satisfaction an enterprise may be forced torapidly change the existing business processes or to develop new ones tobetter utilize the new information technology.Reconsideration and redesign of business processes is called business pro-cess reengineering. Its complementary activity is called information processreengineering, which involves determining how to use legacy and new in-formation systems and computers to automate the reengineered businessprocesses. Both these processes can be performed iteratively, so as to providemutual feedback.The concept of a workow was introduced to facilitate business processand information process reengineering and automation [GHS95]. A workowspeci�cation describes business process tasks and their dependencies, andthe requirements these tasks impose on information system functionality1



2 1 Introductionand human skills. For example, in Figure 1.1 the tasks of the workowPurchase order and their dependencies are presented. The workow startswhen a phone call is received. In the �rst task,Enter order, a clerk enters therequired information into an electronic form and records a new order. Then,two parallel tasks are processed: an Inventory task updates the inventoryand a Creditability task checks the customer's credit information. Aftertheir successful processing another task, Shipping, generates the appropriateshipping orders, and �nally, a Billing task charges the customer. Each ofthese tasks involves a transaction that reads and updates a database.
Inventory

Shipping BillingEnter
order

CreditabilityFigure 1.1: The structure of the workow Purchase order.The idea behind workows can be traced back to job control languages ofbatch operating systems [RS95b, MSK+95]. Job control languages allowedthe user to specify a job as a collection of tasks (or steps) such that each taskwas an invocation of a program, and the tasks were executed in sequenceand some tasks could be executed conditionally. The idea of workows alsoappears in o�ce automation systems, which also separate work activitiesinto well-de�ned tasks.Early workow models (e.g., [CC82]) included the notion of a task (alsocalled an action, a step or a procedure). The models addressed neither isol-ation nor atomicity issues. The control ow between tasks was speci�edby triggers or Petri nets. Then, with the development of the informationtechnology, the range of automated tasks was still extended. And now, work-ow management technology (e.g., FlowMark [AKA+94, MAGK95], InCon-cert [Sar96], Panta Rhei [EGL98], MENTOR [WWW+97] and METEOR[KS95]) provides graphical editors for specifying workows and facilities foratomic executions of workows.In the future, the e�ective use of the workow concept will requirethat the computing environment should support the interoperability of het-erogeneous, autonomous and distributed systems. This requires workowtechnology to utilize the standards of distributed computing [GHM+93,MSKW96]. In addition, automating still more tasks requires addressingissues of workow execution correctness and reliability, i.e., issues related to



3the transactional properties of workows.Most workow-related research done in the past few years can be cat-egorized into� workow design and speci�cation (e.g., [EL95, FKB95, SR93, KS95]),� inter-task dependency speci�cation and management (e.g., [Kle91,CR92, CR93, DHL91, ANRS92, KRSRS96a]), and� workow management system design (e.g., [AMG+94, Sch93, Sar96,WWW+97, EL96, KS95, Kam98]).In this thesis, we will restrict ourselves to workow speci�cation andworkow management system design. Particularly, we focus on the spe-ci�cation of the transactional properties of workows and how they can beenforced by the workow management system. The core of the problemis that guaranteeing transactional properties requires (independently of themethod used) workows to hold their data resources, causing other work-ows that wish to use the same resources to wait. We therefore focus ondeveloping transaction management methods having two important goals.First, the time a data resource is reserved should be minimized. Second, asfew data resources as possible should be reserved. We aim to achieve boththese goals by developing methods that exploit application semantics. Weaim at methods that� do not overly burden the workow designer, and� are implementable by using the services of existing database systems.We therefore present protocols for stating the transactional properties ofworkows. We also show how our protocols can enforce the transactionalproperties by utilizing features of SQL systems [Dat86].Before presenting our method for managing transactional workows wewill review in Chapter 2 the problems related to transactional workowsas well as the proposed solutions. Managing transactional properties ofworkows cannot be considered as an independent problem because it isin relation to other aspects including workow modularity and reusability.Consequently in Chapter 3 we present our view of workow modularity.Particularly, we focus on workow structures and the notion of task vari-ations. Ideally, a variation is a modi�cation of a task that matches betterthe requirements of a particular workow. The function of variations is two-fold. First, task variations increase task reusability, and thereby decreaseredundant workow design. Second, task variations form the basic unit for



4 1 Introductiontransactional task integration. Particularly, we utilize a variation that ex-ternalizes certain states, and thereby allows the tasks to be integrated intolarger transactional units.In Chapter 4 a failure atomicity model is presented. A corner-stonein the model is the notion of an option. An option is a certi�cation of thesuccess of a potential later update. Instead of performing updates a workowinstance acquires options, and if the workow instance can be committedthen the options are eventually realized by installing the updates to thedatabase. Through options we avoid the problems of dirty data.Options are implemented by speci�c tasks, called two-phase tasks or2P-tasks for short. A 2P-task divides task execution into two short-lastingACID transactions, called the preliminary transaction and the complement-ary transaction, and thereby decrease the time the tasks hold their dataresources. The only function of the preliminary transaction is to ensurethat the complementary transaction will not fail due to failures or execu-tion of other concurrent transactions.We make a distinction between two kinds of options, called public optionsand internal options. In a public option, the e�ects of the preliminarytransaction are made visible, meaning that the intermediate states of thetasks are modelled by the database. In contrast, in using internal optionsthe e�ects of the preliminary transaction are hidden from other concurrentusers. From the point of view of implementation, a public option and aninternal option di�er in that the former is implemented in an applicationwhile the latter is implemented by the workow management system.The coordination of 2P-tasks is carried out by a failure atomicity pro-tocol presented in Chapter 5. The protocol is similar to the two-phasecommit (2PC) protocol [BHG87] in that it consists of a vote phase and adecision phase. It di�ers from the 2PC protocol in that its communicationtopology is not restricted to two levels. Nor does the commitment requireyes-votes from all the participants. In addition, a modi�cation of the failureatomicity protocol is presented in which a 2P-task can be replaced by acompensating transaction, a long lasting ACID-transaction, or a manuallyexecuted task. So the transactional properties of each task are determinedaccording to the implementation method used. Which method is most ap-propriate depends on the semantics of the corresponding task.The range of the applicability of 2P-tasks is wide. In the context ofworkow recovery (i.e., in ensuring failure atomicity) we attach two com-plementary tasks to each preliminary task; which one is executed depends onwhether the workow is committed or aborted. By allowing more than twocomplementary tasks we can support negotiation workows, to be presen-



5ted in Chapter 6. For example, a business process where dealing is madeby �rst requesting an o�er and then making a deal can be carried out bysuch a negotiation. The function of 2P-tasks in negotiation is to processthe database operations of the participating tasks: the preliminary task isexecuted before the response is sent, and after the coordinator's decision isreceived, an appropriate complementary task is executed.Mere failure atomicity is not a su�cient correctness criterion for work-ows. Workows should also behave correctly in the presence of otherconcurrent workows. Our approach for workow concurrency control ispresented in Chapter 7. Particularly, the notion of a self-isolating workowis introduced. Such a workow sets and unsets restrictions in a way similarto the way in which traditional transactions obtain and release locks. Arestriction is a temporary consistency constraint imposed on the data itemson the database (a data restriction) or on the state information of tasks(a task restriction). Data restrictions are semantic locks that control themodi�cations of data items, whereas task restrictions are used to control theexecution of the programs behind the tasks. Thus the interleaving of work-ows is carried out by controlling the accesses to the database as well as byrestricting the execution of tasks. An important aspect is that both kindsof restrictions can be expressed as assertions in the SQL database language.As a result, restrictions have a strong expression power, and restrictions canbe enforced by the services of the underlying database system.Finally, Chapter 8 gives some concluding remarks, and some suggestionsfor further research.Parts of the research reported in this thesis have been presented in sep-arate papers. The issues of task reusability and task variations presen-ted in Chapter 2 are also discussed in [PTV96a, PTV96b, PTV97]. Thenegotiation workow model presented in Chapter 6 is also discussed in[Puu97]. The early ideas of using variations of the 2PC protocol in relaxingthe isolation properties of long lasting transactions can be traced back to[Puu91, Puu92].



6 1 Introduction



Chapter 2Overview of transactional workowsIn this chapter we will briey discuss the evolution of transactionmodels andrecognize the relevance of transactions to workows. Particularly workowrecovery and isolation are discussed, and di�erent approaches to these issuesare overviewed.2.1 Advanced transactions and workowsThe concepts of an atomic transaction and a serializable history were in-troduced when only centralized database systems existed. As distributeddatabase systems developed, these concepts were extended to distributedsystems as well. This traditional approach is ideal in that it ensures thattransactions behave correctly in the presence of failures and other concur-rent transactions. In addition, serializability and atomicity as correctnesscriteria are intuitive and clear.Fundamentally, the only problem with atomic transactions and serial-izable histories is that they overly restrict the performance of the system,and thus are inadequate for many applications. Motivated by this, severaladvanced transaction models (ATMs) have been proposed. Advanced trans-actions di�er from traditional (at) transactions in that they structure thetransaction as a set of subtransactions, thus forming a transaction tree.Tree-structured transactions exhibit two important properties. First,they allow to specify appropriate execution structures: subtransactions canbe executed in parallel or in a prede�ned order. Second, a tree structureallows �ner speci�cation of isolation and atomicity: the unit of atomicityas well as the unit of isolation may concern the whole transaction or one ormore of its subtransactions.Modelling a workow as an extended transaction means that the sub-7



8 2 Overview of transactional workflowstransactions correspond to the tasks of the workowand the execution struc-ture of the extended transaction (augmented by control-ow speci�cationfeatures if needed) corresponds to the control-ow of the workow. Hence,the isolation and atomicity properties of the workow are determined ac-cording to the ATM used.Many ATMs have been proposed for modelling workows, e.g., nestedtransactions in [DHL90, DHL91, KLLO96], multi-parent subtransactions in[KRSRS96b, KRSRS96c], open nested transactions in [BDS+93, Wei93],multilevel transactions in [B�OH+92], sagas in [GMGK+90] and exibletransactions in [ANRS92].Nested transactions [Mos85] provide full isolation and atomicity withrespect to a whole transaction, but internally they provide �ner controlover failures. For the recovery of subtransaction failures the model providesfour alternatives:� the execution of the failed subtransaction can be resumed,� the whole transaction can be aborted,� the failure can be ignored, i.e., the subtransaction is considered non-vital, or� another subtransaction may be initiated, i.e., the subtransaction isconsidered as a contingency subtransaction.Multi-parent subtransactions [KRSRS96b, KRSRS96c] extend the nestedtransaction model by allowing every subtransaction to have an arbitrarynumber of parent transactions. A subtransactionmay be executed in parallelto some or all of its parent transactions. So the model allows multipletransactions to start a subtransaction in cooperation. The main advantageof the model is that composite events (i.e., events representing a combinationof other events) can be embedded into transactions.Open nested transactions [WS92, WDSS93] still relax the isolation of thesubtransactions. Ideally, an uncommitted open nested transaction allowsother transactions to access the results of its committed subtransactions ifthe access does not exclude the possibility to abort the nested transaction.This is the case if the committed subtransaction and the transaction access-ing the data are commutative, meaning that the �nal state of the databaseis independent of their execution order.Multilevel transactions [Wei91, WS91] still relax the requirement of isol-ation by not requiring the commutativity. Subtransactions can commit andrelease their resources before the whole transaction commits. If the whole



2.1 Advanced transactions and workows 9transaction (root) aborts then the (semantic) atomicity is ensured by ex-ecuting compensating transactions which semantically undo the e�ects ofthe committed subtransactions.Also sagas [GMS87] and exible transactions [ELLR90, RELL90,ANRS92, BEK93, KPE92] relax strict atomicity by introducing compens-ating transactions. Flexible transactions may also incorporate alternativesubtransactions. In addition the designer can specify the acceptable termin-ation states for exible transactions. With sagas the application program-mer de�nes a linear execution sequence of the subtransactions consisting oftraditional at transactions, and if the execution of a subtransaction failsthen the executed subtransactions are compensated in the inverse order.Nested sagas [GMGK+91] as their name indicates also allow nesting struc-tures within a saga.Asynchronous transactions [MD89, CW90, CW92b, CW92a] are de-veloped for loosely-coupled multidatabases which may be temporarily in aninconsistent state. Asynchronous transactions require that inter-databaseconsistency requirements are speci�ed by a collection of descriptors. Thesedescriptors are used to convert a transaction updating a data item in a singledatabase into transactions that spawn or trigger various activities needed tomaintain inter-database consistency. The concept polytransactions [SRK92]is developed for such an environment.Cooperative transaction models are related to groupware systems[EGR91, Ell92]. A groupware system supports a group of users engagedin a common task. It aims to assist groups in communication, in collaborat-ing and in coordinating their activities. Cooperative software engineering,engineering design and text editing are typical applications of groupwaresystems. In such cooperative environments transactions cooperate by hav-ing intersecting views, and by allowing the e�ects of other's operations to bevisible without producing conicts. Cooperative transactions do not providecompensation. Concepts such as split transactions [Kai90, KP92, PH88], thecooperative transaction model [NRZ92] and lazy consistency criterion [NG92]are developed for transaction management in cooperative environments.Transaction metamodels [CR90, Kle91] provide a common frameworkwithin which one can specify and reason about the nature of interactionsbetween transactions in a particular model. Using a metamodel existingtransaction models can also be described and compared.Due to the limited execution structure (control-ow) speci�cation capab-ilities of most ATMs, workowmodels based on an ATM have been augmen-ted by control-ow speci�cation features. In general, control-ow speci�c-ation can be represented by a set of dependencies concerning the abortion



10 2 Overview of transactional workflowsand commitment of transactions [Kle91]. However, a fundamental problemin modelling workows by ATMs is that ATMs provide a prede�ned setof properties, which are neither necessary nor meaningful for all workowapplications [WS96]. For example, viewing purchase order processing in anATM would produce the transaction tree with the subtransactions Enterorder, Inventory, Creditability, Shipping and Billing (Figure 2.1). Further,
order

Purchase

InventoryEnter
order

BillingShippingCreditabilityFigure 2.1: The workow Purchase order structured as a transaction tree.assuming that the transaction tree represents a saga, the execution structureis a prede�ned linear execution order of the tasks. However, this is not thecase with many workows, such as the Purchase order. Motivated by thisalso frameworks for tailoring appropriate ATMs for workows have beenproposed [GHM+93, KU93, BDG+94]. In such frameworks ATMs' struc-tures are described in terms of dependency descriptors between constituenttransactions [GH94]. Further, new ATMs can be developed from existingATMs by composing their dependency descriptors.2.2 Transactional workowsThe term transactional workow is used to emphasize the relevance of trans-actional properties for workows. A transactional workow involves coordin-ated execution of tasks which may require access to heterogeneous, autonom-ous and distributed database systems. The coordination requirements areexpressed by control-ow dependencies, which specify a precondition for theexecution of each task. The preconditions are based on� the execution states of other tasks (i.e., whether they are active, com-mitted or aborted),� output parameters of other tasks, or



2.2 Transactional workows 11� on external variables (e.g., on time).For example, the precondition of the task Shipping could be the commit-ment of the task (transaction) Inventory, and a positive value of the outputparameter \creditable" from the task Creditability.Due to the expression power of control-ow dependencies, the semanticsof transactional workow models are richer than those of ATMs. As a mat-ter of fact, workow systems can be used to implement ATMs. For example,FlowMark [MAGK95, MAA+95, AAEA+96] has been used in implementingsagas and exible transactions. However, workowmodels are not only gen-eral frameworks for implementing ATMs, as they complement many aspects(e.g., interaction with manual activities) of ATMs, which makes them moresuitable for building workow applications.A salient feature of transactional workows is that the workow designerhas to specify appropriate recovery and isolation properties for workows.The nature of the speci�cation depends on the recovery and isolation cap-abilities the workow system provides.2.2.1 Workow recoveryThe traditional notion of recovery would require that a failure of any taskresult in the failure of the workow. However, analogous with ATMs, aworkow may survive certain failures. In addition, some failures may re-quire human intervention (exception handling). For example, during theexecution of a long-lasting workow the underlying database schema maychange (e.g., a relation is dropped), and as the workows are not designed tocope with such modi�cations human intervention is required for the recovery.Consequently workowsmay require much more comprehensive solutions torecovery than ATMs.In the context of workows it is necessary to distinguish semantic failures(also called logical failures) from system failures. A semantic failure occurswhen a task cannot reach its objective. For example, the task Inventorywould fail semantically when a non-existent product is tried to be removedfrom the database. With semantic failures the transaction itself issues anabort-operation as it fails in achieving its objective.A system failure causes the loss or corruption of main memory. It mayoccur, e.g., when electric power fails. Analogous to how transactions use atransaction log to cope with system failures, workows use a workow logto cope with system failures. A transaction log is used to restore the lastcommitted values of data items while a workow log is used to guaranteethe continuation of interrupted workows. This requires that the work-ow log contains information of the executed tasks. In addition, aborting



12 2 Overview of transactional workflowstasks or workows that have read data values updated by aborted tasks orworkows (i.e., processing cascading aborts) requires that the log containsinformation about the workows that have accessed the data updated byactive workows.To illustrate the notions related to recovery we have augmented thePurchase order workow in Figure 2.2. The task Inventory order is added,its precondition being the semantic failure of the task Inventory. Further,an order can be sent to two producers, represented as tasks Producer A andProducer B. If Producer A fails then the order is sent to Producer B (analternative task).
Enter
order

Shipping

Inventory

Inventory
order

Creditbility

Billing

Producer A Producer B

Figure 2.2: The execution structure of the augmented workow Purchaseorder.If a workow does not survive a task failure, then the workow is abor-ted. As the tasks may have externalized their updates they cannot be simplyrolled back by restoring before images [BHG87]; instead, they have to beundone by executing compensating actions. Compensating actions may alsobe needed although the workowwould not be aborted. This happens if theworkow has alternative paths, and a task in a path fails causing the com-pensation of preceding tasks in the path. The compensation of a task mayalso require a cascading abort, i.e., abortion of the workows which haveaccessed the data updated by the task to be compensated. Further, the suc-cess of the compensation should be ensured. For example, if withdrawingis the compensating activity of deposit, then it should be ensured that thebalance of the account is at least the amount of the withdrawing.2.2.2 Workow isolationA natural and su�cient criterion for workow isolation correctness is thatthe execution of workows is serializable, i.e., equivalent to a serial exe-



2.2 Transactional workows 13cution. However, the serializability requirement of long-lasting activitiesoverly restricts the performance of the system.Generally, workow isolation (execution atomicity) is a tradeo� between� workow execution correctness,� workow system performance, and� the simplicity of workow speci�cation and management.By using semantic information it is possible to weaken, or give up alto-gether, the serializability criterion, and yet ensure workow execution cor-rectness. However, analogous with traditional semantic concurrency controlmodels [Lyn83, GM83] the use of semantic information makes the speci�c-ation as well as the management of the system more complex.To illustrate workow isolation requirements, we give three isolationrequirements for our purchase order workow and consider the e�ects oftheir violations.� Businesses often enumerate events with unique sequence numbers, andso there may be a requirement that those numbers (given in the taskEnter order) must constitute a monotone series with no gaps. So anew order number cannot be issued until it is sure that the previousworkow will not fail. However, as a workow may fail at any timeduring its execution, the only way to ensure that there are no gaps isto execute the workows serially.� Assume that the balance of unpaid bills of a client has a prede�nedupper limit. The balance is checked in the task Creditability, and ifthe new order would cause an overdraft then the workow is aborted(a semantic failure). Otherwise, the new balance is updated in thetask Billing. Now, to ensure that the limit will not be exceeded as aresult of two or more concurrent workows of the same customer, theworkows pertaining to the same customer should be processed in aserializable way, or at least the tasksCreditability, Shipping and Billingpertaining to the same client should be processed in a serializable way.� Assume that the existence of an ordered product is checked in the taskInventory, and that the ordered product is not removed from the in-ventory database until in the task Shipping (after the customer's cred-itability has been checked). Now, to ensure that the ordered productis still in the inventory the tasks Inventory and Shipping should beexecuted as one transaction, or at least they should constitute a unit



14 2 Overview of transactional workflowsof isolation. However, this is not necessary if the workow anticip-ates this case. That is, the workow is either aborted as a result of asemantic failure or the task Inventory order is executed.We make the distinction between four approaches for specifying isola-tion properties for workows. We call them: ATM-approach, transactionaltask integration, semantic locking, and conict speci�cation. The two �rstrepresent syntactic while the two latter represent semantic approaches toconcurrency control.ATM-approach. By the ATM-approach we refer to the isolation featuresprovided by the ATMs. That is, each workow is modelled as a transaction.Therefore, the isolation and the atomicity properties of a workow are intu-itive and clear. However, workows are so diverse in their requirements thatno single ATM is su�cient to meet the needs of all workows. In addition,di�erent workows often have incompatible requirements which makes usinga single ATM impossible.Transactional task integration. To better match the application'stransactional requirements some workow models [TV95, WR92] allow oneor more tasks to form an ACID-transaction. So using transactional taskintegration the unit of isolation may vary from a single task to the wholeworkow. We also regard this approach as syntactic as no application se-mantics are used in the speci�cation of the isolation constraints.Semantic locking. By semantic locking [PTV96a] we refer to the ap-proaches in which some kind of semantic lock is expressed in the terms ofan application. The isolation constraint is expressed as a predicate, whichhas to be valid during the execution of the workow. Generally, using pre-dicates instead of requiring transactional properties a much higher degree ofconcurrency can be achieved. For example, a predicate could be set whichensures that at least one unit of a certain product will be in the inventory.This is a much more liberal constraint than locking a part of the inventorydatabase.Conict speci�cation. By conict speci�cation we refer to the isolationapproaches (e.g., [WDSS93, BDS+93]) where a workow designer speci�esa conict matrix concerning the tasks of the workows. That is, two tasksconict if their order of execution a�ects either the state of the database orthe value that one of them returns. The matrix and its use is analogous withthe Read/Write conict matrix [BHG87] used with the traditional syntactic



2.2 Transactional workows 15concurrency control model. Consequently, the scheduler produces conictserializable executions. That is, execution of workows is serializable, ifan equivalent serial execution exists with the same ordering of conictingtasks. As the conict speci�cation utilizes the semantics of the applica-tion, this approach allows more concurrency than the traditional syntactic(Read/Write) concurrency control model [LMWF94, BHG87].A desirable feature of workowconcurrency control is its ability to supportmore than one approach for the speci�cation of workow's isolation require-ments. For example, the contract model [W�ac91, WR92, SR96] supportstransactional task integration and semantic locking (invariance predicates).2.2.3 Characterizing transactional workowsA generally used taxonomy distinguishes between administrative, ad hoc,collaborative and production workows [AAEAM97]. This classi�cation ismainly based on� workow complexity, and� repetitiveness and predictability of workows and tasks.Administrative workows involve repetitive, predictable processes wherethe steps to follow are well established. For example, processing a purchaseorder of Figure 1.1 is a typical administrative workow. Ad hoc workowsdi�er from administrative workows in that they are developed to deal withunique situations which require rapid workow solution [GHS95]. Workowmanagement systems that support ad hoc workow are also called group-ware.A characteristic feature of collaborative workows is that they may in-volve several iterations, whereas other types of workows are based on aforward progress. For example, writing an article by several authors mayrequire several writing iterations before being complete, and thus it can beclassi�ed as a collaborative workow.In this thesis, we will restrict ourselves to production workows. Theyinvolve repetitive, predictable and complex processes. Furthermore theytypically access many heterogeneous and autonomous information systems.Also the nature and the transactional requirements of interoperability maybe diverse. To illustrate this, we have augmented the purchase order ex-ample in Figure 2.3 by three interoperable tasks, each having di�erent kindsof transactional requirements.
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Figure 2.3: Distributed structure of the workow Purchase order.� Assume that the enterprise has many inventories, each having a localinventory system. So, the order may be comprised of several productslocated in di�erent inventories. Further, due to the atomicity of the or-der, also the updates of the local databases should comprise an atomicdistributed transaction.� Assume that if the value of the order exceeds a prede�ned limit and thecreditability of the customer has not previously been assessed, then theassessment is done by communicating subsidiaries and holding com-panies. In this case the interoperability does not require distributedupdates, but only the activation of remote activities.� The processing of the task Inventory order may require di�erent kindsof communication between two or more producers. In Figure 2.3the tasks Producer A and Producer B represented alternative tasks.However, the required interoperability may be more complex thanthat. For example, ordering may consist of �rst sending an o�er re-quest to certain producers, and then making the order based on thereceived o�ers.The form of task interoperability depends on the support of thedistributed system. For example, DOMs (Distributed Object Manage-ment Systems) [GHM+93] support distributed transactions, FlowMark[KAGM95, AAEAM97] uses the 2PC-protocol [BHG87] for managing rep-licas, whereas MENTOR [WWW+97, WWWD96] and METEOR [KS95]



2.2 Transactional workows 17use remote procedure calls (RPC) [GR93] and TP-monitors [GR93] for sup-porting task interoperability.
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Chapter 3Structuring workowsWe shall view a workow as a tree structure. Such a structure also nicely �tswith the goals of task reusability and task variations, as will be illustratedin Section 3.1. Particularly the notions of workow tree and workow in-stance tree are introduced in Section 3.2. The relationship of workow treesand hierarchical workow management is briey discussed in Section 3.3.The relationship of the hierarchical workow management with the othercomponents of the workow system is discussed in Section 3.4.3.1 Task reusability and task variationsAn appropriate programming model should support code reusability. In thecontext of workows this means that a given task may be used in severalworkows. However, di�erent workowsmay have minor di�erences in theirrequirements on the functionality of a task, which in turn may restrict thereusability of a task. This suggests that task reusability can be increased byallowing task variations. As we will illustrate the variations of a task maydi�er either in the unit of work they have to do or in their transactionalproperties.From an architectural point of view we model workows by a modularstructure consisting of a workow pool and a task pool (Figure 3.1). Modularworkow speci�cation also applies to a distributed environment. Then eachsite has its own workow and task pools, but a task may also belong to aworkow locating in the workow pool of another site.Each task belongs at least to one workow. If a task belongs into morethan one workow, then the task is reused. A task may also be comprisedof subtasks as presented in Figure 3.2. Therefore a task may also be asubworkow. Respectively, if a subworkow belongs into more than one19
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Workflow nFigure 3.1: Modular component architecture.workow, then the subworkow is reused.
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Figure 3.2: A task representing a subworkow.We will illustrate task variations by two workows in a banking environ-ment. These workows share a task named Credit check, which as its namesuggests, evaluates client creditability. However, as all the variations arecomprised of subtasks we could also call them subworkows.A variation Credit check variation A is presented in Figure 3.3. Its taskEnter client information accepts the information of the client. Based onthis information, the task Client's data access retrieves from the bank'sdatabase the relevant client information. This information includes, among



3.1 Task reusability and task variations 21other things, the amount of loan the client currently holds in the bank andthe balances of the client's accounts. Then the taskClient's credit evaluationdetermines the creditability of the client.
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CREDIT CHECK VARIATION AFigure 3.3: Workow Credit check variation A.Another variation, named Credit check variation B (Figure 3.4), has anadditional functionality: the subsidiaries and holding companies in whichthe client has liabilities are also retrieved, and if such liabilities exist thesubsidiaries or holding companies are contacted to get their assessmentsof the client. These are performed by the tasks Subsidiaries' contacts andHolding companies' contacts, which also provide input for the task Client'scredit evaluation.
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Subsidiaries’CREDIT CHECK VARIATION BFigure 3.4: Workow Credit check variation B.We now consider the use of these two variations in two workows namedCredit account request (Figure 3.5) and Loan request (Figure 3.6).In the workowCredit account request the �rst task Enter credit accountrequest accepts the requested limit and the name and SSN (social securitynumber) of the client. In the second task Client's accounts it is checkedwhether the client has an existing credit account in the bank. If the clienthas such an account then in the task Rejection the request is returned and



22 3 Structuring workflowsthe client is advised to request the increment of the credit limit, i.e., a clientis not allowed to increase his/her credit limit by acquiring many creditaccounts. Otherwise, the task Credit check is executed. Which of its twovariations, A or B, is executed depends on the credit limit of the request.Finally, if the credit account is granted in the task Enter credit accountdecision, then the client's data is updated by the given limit in the taskClient's data update.
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accountsFigure 3.5: Workow Credit account request.
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Credit checkFigure 3.6: Workow Loan request processing.In the workow Loan request the �rst task Enter loan request acceptsthe requested loan amount and the name and SSN of the client. Basedon that information the subworkow Credit check variation B is processed,which creates input for the task Risk evaluation. In risk evaluation, theinterest for the loan is computed from the amount of the loan and theclient's creditability. Then the task Enter loan decision makes the decisionto either grant or refuse the loan request. However, before the loan can begranted the task Bank's liability checks that the bank does not exceed itsliability limit, and if the limit will not be exceeded, the bank's total liability



3.2 Workow trees and workow instance trees 23will be increased by the amount of the loan. If the loan is granted, thetask Loan registration �nally adds the information of the granted loan tothe client's and the bank's data, and increments the bank's total liabilityby the amount of the loan.The variations A and B of the task Credit check di�er in their function-ality. In addition, there may be a need to introduce new variations whichdi�er as regards their transactional properties. To see this assume that aclient (which may be a human or an enterprise) has two concurrent loanrequests, say loan request 1 and loan request 2. The decision of granting aloan is based among other things on the information of the client's existingloans, which are retrieved in the subworkow Credit check. Therefore, ifboth the loan requests are granted, then in granting the latter loan the �rstloan should be known. However, this will not be the case if the requestswere processed simultaneously.This example illustrates that neither of the variations A or B of Creditcheck is su�cient for the workow Loan request. A simple solution is to lockthe client's data at the task Credit check and to hold the locks until the endof the workow. However, such a solution would not work in practice asit would prevent the access to the client's account and the payings of theloans. We will consider more appropriate solutions to this problem in thecontext of self-isolating workows (Chapter 7), which allow us to specifynew variations that deviate only in their isolation properties.3.2 Workow trees and workow instance treesSo far we have represented a workow's structure by a task precedencegraph. As such a graph does not express the tasks' internal structure, wewill also use tree structures for representing workows.In a workow tree the root represents the whole workow, the nodesrepresent subworkows and the leaves represent tasks. As a subworkowmay have another subworkow as its component, the tree structure may bearbitrarily high. In Figure 3.7 a three-level tree representing the Purchaseorder workow is presented (c.f. Figure 2.3).We also represent the structure of a workow instance by a tree, calledan instance tree. As some tasks of a workowmay be optional, the executionof a workowmay yield di�erent kinds of instance trees. For example, in theworkow Purchase order the subworkow Inventory order is executed onlyif the subworkow Inventory fails semantically. Further, in the subwork-ow Creditability the tasks Subsidiaries' contacts and Holding companies'contacts are executed only if the client has certain liabilities. So an instance
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order Shipping BillingFigure 3.8: A workow instance tree.The presence of a task (leaf), a subworkow (node) or a workow (root)in an instance tree only indicates that such a component has been in exe-cution. It does not indicate whether it failed or not.3.3 Hierarchical workow managementIn our workow model, there are two kinds of tasks:� actual tasks, which comprise the function of the workow, and� transactional tasks, whose function is to provide transactional proper-ties for workows.The transactional tasks are further divided into two groups:



3.4 Workow system architecture 25� communicating tasks, whose function is to ensure failure atomicity,and� isolating tasks, whose function is to ensure execution atomicity.The communicating tasks of each workow instance comprise a hier-archical communication structure, similar to the workow's instance tree.The task attached to the root is called the coordinator, the tasks attachedto subworkows are called inter-coordinators and the tasks attached to theleaves are called participants. So, in the communication structure the co-ordinator may have inter-coordinators and participants as its children, andeach inter-coordinator may have other inter-coordinators and participantsas its children. For example, the workow instance tree of Figure 3.8 wouldgive rise to the communication structure presented in Figure 3.9.
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Participant Participant Participant Participant ParticipantParticipantFigure 3.9: The communication structure of a workow instance.The communicating tasks di�er from other tasks in that the workow de-signer does not have to specify their functions; they are standard tasks thatthe workow system adds to workow instances. In contrast, the workowdesigner has to specify the isolating tasks by giving the isolation constraints.As isolating tasks are subtasks of other workow components, they are notpresented in the hierarchical structure.The communicating tasks are the main topic of Chapters 4 and 5,whereas the isolating tasks are the main topic of Chapter 7.3.4 Workow system architectureOur distributed workow system architecture incorporates the followingfunctions:� workow speci�cation,



26 3 Structuring workflows� workow scheduling (enforcement of inter-task dependencies),� workow concurrency control (execution atomicity), and� workow recovery (failure atomicity).The workow speci�cation interface is a module which provides the inter-face between the workow designer and the workow system (Figure 3.10).A workow designer speci�es a workow. The designer may use a speci�clanguage or a graphical editor. The speci�cation is then handled by a work-ow speci�cation interface, which generates ECA-rules [UW97] to representthe intertask dependencies; these rules are then stored in a workow pooland a task pool.
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Local database system Local database systemFigure 3.10: Distributed workow system architecture.The workow speci�cation interface may also analyze the speci�cationto determine whether such a workow can be implemented. For example,if the speci�cation includes a reusable task, but such a task is not found inthe task pool, then a mismatch is reported to the workow designer.Based on the ECA-rules stored in the workow pool the ECA-interpreterschedules the tasks of each workow instance. That is, when the precon-dition of a task is satis�ed, then the ECA-interpreter starts the executionof the task. The preconditions may be de�ned through dependencies in-volving the state of other tasks or the output values of other tasks. So allthe possible tasks in a workow and their dependencies must be known inadvance, but only those tasks whose preconditions are satis�ed are startedby the ECA-interpreter.



3.4 Workow system architecture 27The workow interface is a module which provides the interface betweenthe user and the workow system. A user activates a workow instance bypassing a workow name and its parameters to the workow interface, whichpasses them to the ECA-interpreter. The ECA-interpreter activates thetasks by communicating with the entities that process the tasks. Typicallythe processing entity is a database system or a human using the databasesystem. However the isolation tasks are processed by the isolation manager,which in turn uses the services of the database system. Note that in thearchitecture there is no system module for ensuring failure atomicity, sincein our approach the functions required for failure atomicity are included inthe communicating tasks.As a subworkow may be a component of a workow, the ECA-interpreter may also activate another workow. If that workow is locatedat another site, then the task is activated through the ECA-interpreter ofthat site.
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Chapter 4Two-phase tasks and optionsThe corner-stone in our approach for achieving failure atomicity is the notionof an option. An option is a certi�cation of the success of a possible lateractivity. Typically such an activity is a database update but it may also bea manual activity. A task may request an option from the workow system;the option may be granted only if the system is sure that the option canindeed be realized (e.g., an update can be executed).Section 4.1 motivates the use of options by showing the drawbacks ofother related approaches. A decomposition of a task suitable for supportingoptions is presented in Section 4.2. This leads to the introduction of thenotion of a two-phase task. The e�ects of two-phase tasks upon subworkowand workow structures are considered in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.A two-phase-task can be implemented by an application or by the work-ow system. Depending on the implementation strategy we make a distinc-tion between two kinds of options: public options (Section 4.5) and internaloptions (Section 4.6). As their names suggest, the two kinds of options di�erin whether the e�ects of options are visible to other concurrent activities ornot. We also show how the both types of options can be implemented in aSQL-system.4.1 MotivationThe transactional approaches for failure atomicity can be categorized intotwo classes:� A workow is executed atomically, if other workows are not allowedto see the e�ects of an active (uncommitted) workow. The solutionsbased on open nested transactions [WS92, WDSS93] and traditionalatomic transactions [BHG87], for example, belong to this class.29



30 4 Two-phase tasks and options� A workow supports semantic atomicity [GM83], if immediately afterthe commitment of a subtransaction (e.g., a task) other transactionsare allowed to access the updated data (dirty data) [BHG87], thoughthe workow may still be aborted. Abortion is processed by executingcompensating transactions for each subtransaction that has alreadycommitted. So each compensating transaction \undoes', accordingto the semantics of the application, the e�ects of the subtransactionbeing compensated. For example the transactional workows basedon exible transactions [ELLR90, RELL90, ANRS92, BEK93, KPE92]and sagas [GMS87] support semantic atomicity.A problem with semantic atomicity is that the access to dirty data mayyield inconsistent results, or may cause a subsequent compensating actionto fail. On the other hand, if the e�ects of dirty data are avoided by cascad-ing aborts, then the workow management system has to keep track of allworkows which have accessed dirty data. In the case of workow abortion,all the tasks which accessed dirty data and all their successors have to beaborted or compensated.Our main idea is to support failure atomicity of workows, and yet avoidthe problems of dirty data and cascading aborts.First we will motivate our ideas by a variation of the traditional travel-planning example [Gra81], which has become the example of failure atom-icity choices. The example was originally presented by Gray [Gra81] to illus-trate that the subtransactions of a transaction may have di�erent kinds oftransactional requirements, so that some subtransactions may be undone orredone, while other subtransactions may be deferred but not undone. Lateron, the contract model [WR92], alternative subtransactions [ELLR90] andcontingency transactions [B�OH+92] have been motivated by that example.Again, we motivate our two-phase tasks using the same example.The execution structure of the workow Travel-planning is presentedin Figure 4.1. The workow starts when a travel agent receives a call toreserve tickets for a travel. An Enter order task involves recording the neworder. Then two parallel tasks, Flight reservation and Hotel reservation, areexecuted. A Car reservation task takes as input the ight's arrival time,and thus it is executed after the Flight reservation task. Finally, a Billingtask is executed in order to charge the customer.If a vital task fails, then the workow will be aborted and the tasksexecuted should be compensated. To model this feature, the task Compens-ations in Figure 4.1 denotes the set of compensations to be executed in thecase of workow abortion. In this example, only the Car reservation taskis non-vital (i.e., its failure does not cause the abortion of the workow),



4.2 Two-phase tasks 31while the other tasks are vital. For example, if the Billing task fails (e.g., asa result of the absence of the customer's billing information, or as a resultof previous unpaid bills), then the Flight reservation task, the Hotel reser-vation task and the Car reservation task (assuming that it was executed)will be cancelled in the Compensations task.
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successFigure 4.1: The execution structure based on semantic atomicity.In Figure 4.1, the failure atomicity in the travel-planning workow isbased on semantic atomicity, as in sagas or exible transactions. A problemhere is that other transactions or workows accessing the data updated by anuncommitted travel-planning workow do not make a distinction between apreliminary reservation and a �nal reservation, i.e., whether the reservationis made by an active or a committed workow. The access of dirty datamay cause inconsistent results, when the number of reservations were notto include the reservations of active workows. Also the implementation ofcompensations may be problematic in practice, e.g., if the cancellation of aroom reservation is not free of charge.4.2 Two-phase tasksBy setting an option a workow instance ensures that a certain potentiallater update of the data item will not fail as a result of other concurrentactivities. Options are implemented by two-phase tasks. A two-phase task(or a 2P-task for short) is a decomposition of a task into two tasks: the�rst one, called the preliminary task, ensures that the second one, called thecomplementary task, is always executable, i.e., the complementary task willnot fail as a result of other concurrent activities. The exact function of the



32 4 Two-phase tasks and optionscomplementary task is not determined until all the preliminary tasks of theworkow instance have been executed, i.e., until it is known whether theworkow instance will be committed or aborted. Consequently, no speci�ccompensating mechanism to undo the e�ects of the aborted workows isneeded.Each complementary task comes in two versions: a positive complement-ary task and a negative complementary task; only one of these is executedin a speci�c task instance (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: The structure of a 2P-task.A preliminary task may succeed or fail (Figure 4.3). The success ofa preliminary task ensures that its complementary task (be it positive ornegative) will not fail. If the preliminary task succeeds and the workowwill be committed (i.e., all other preliminary tasks of the vital tasks havesucceeded as well), then the positive complementary task will be executed.If the preliminary task fails (meaning that the requested option was notgranted), then neither the positive nor the negative complementary task isexecuted. Otherwise, that is, when the preliminary task succeeds but theworkow has to be aborted because of a failure of some other vital task, thenegative complementary task is executed.Even if a task does not do any update we model it as a 2P-task. Insuch a case the task is essentially equivalent to its preliminary task, and thecomplementary task represents an \empty task" which is skipped over inthe execution precedence graph.As stated in Section 3.3, we use communicating tasks to model the com-munication required for achieving failure atomicity. Therefore we augmentthe structure of a 2P-task by a participant task (Figure 4.4). The participanttask is a standard task attached to each 2P-task. The algorithm behind theparticipant task, as well as those behind the other communicating tasks, are
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successFigure 4.4: The execution graph of a 2P-task including the participant task.4.3 Two-phase subworkowsWe now consider how the decomposition of a task into a 2P-task a�ectsthe execution precedence graph of a subworkow. We call a subworkowconsisting of 2P-tasks a two-phase subworkow, or 2P-subworkow, for short.In its �rst phase, all the preliminary tasks are executed, and in its secondphase either the positive or the negative complementary tasks are executed.We now illustrate by an example the di�erence between a subworkowand a two-phase subworkow. The task Flight reservation is a subworkowof the travel-planning workow. It consists of three tasks (Figure 4.5). First,the ight schedules are checked in the task Check schedules. If there are noights �tting the customer's needs, then this task semantically fails, causing



34 4 Two-phase tasks and optionsthe entire subworkow to fail. Otherwise, in the task Own reservations theagent checks whether he/she has allocated vacant seats for the ight. Ifthere are vacant seats, the preliminary reservation for the customer is done.Otherwise, in the task Borrow reservations the agent tries to borrow vacantseats from other local branches. If this task fails, the entire subworkowalso fails.
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4.4 Two-phase workows 35three. So, an important aspect is that the Participant tasks and the Inter-coordinator tasks provide an equal control interface. Therefore, the parent(inter-coordinator or coordinator) does not have to know whether its chil-dren are tasks or subworkows.4.4 Two-phase workowsIn our approach a workow may have a variation which can be used asa subworkow in other workows. This di�erence can be illustrated bythe external control interfaces they provide (Figure 4.7): a workow canindependently commit or abort but a subworkow cannot commit withoutan external request. Their execution precedence graphs di�er only in thatthe communicating task in a workow is the Coordinator task while in thesubworkow it is the Inter-coordinator task, i.e., they are variations di�eringonly in their transactional properties.
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parametersFigure 4.7: Workow A and its subworkow variation.Analogous with subworkows also workows are divided into two phases.In the �rst phase, all the preliminary tasks are executed. In the second phase�rst it is checked whether the workow will be committed or aborted, i.e.,the Failure Atomicity Protocol (presented in Chapter 5) is executed. Andthen, according to the output of the protocol the positive or the negativecomplementary tasks are started.In Figure 4.8, the execution precedence graph of the Travel-planningworkow following the two-phase decomposition is presented. The functionof the Coordinator task is to execute the Failure Atomicity protocol.4.5 Public optionsA salient feature of public options is that the intermediate results of longlasting activities are presented in the database. Therefore they also have
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BillingFigure 4.8: An execution precedence graph of the Travel-planning workowusing 2P-tasks.speci�c requirements on the database schema. Typically a new relation ora new column to some relation is needed.The speci�cation of a public option is the following:PUBLIC OPTION <task-name>Preliminary task: <transaction-call>Positive complementary task: <transaction-call>Negative complementary task: <transaction-call>An option is a certi�cation of the success of a potential later update.An option arises as a result of the successful execution of the preliminarytask. The positive complementary task realizes the option and the negativecomplementary task cancels the option.4.5.1 An example of public optionsWe will illustrate the use of public options by the Travel-planning workow.Particularly we specify the task Flight reservation as a public option.In order to illustrate what additional requirements the introduction ofpublic option requires we �rst present the SQL-speci�cations of the originalrelations Reservations and ReservationStates:



4.5 Public options 37CREATE TABLE Reservations (customer CHAR(20),ight CHAR(5),resSeats INTEGER);CREATE TABLE ReservationStates (ight CHAR(5),resNum INTEGER,maxRes INTEGER,CONSTRAINT BookingWatchCHECK (resNum � maxRes));To prevent overbookings the consistency constraint BookingWatch is in-cluded in the speci�cation of the relation ReservationStates. It states thatfor each tuple the value of the attribute resNum is at most the value ofthe attribute maxRes. Speci�c instances of these relations are presented inFigures 4.9 and 4.10.
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38 4 Two-phase tasks and optionsreservation to a real reservation, and the option is canceled by deleting thepreliminary reservation. These operations require the creation of a relationPreliminaryReservations and the addition of a new column preResNuminto the relation RelationStates. These modi�cations can be done by thefollowing SQL-statements:CREATE TABLE PreliminaryReservations (customer CHAR(20),ight CHAR(5),preResSeats INTEGER);ALTER TABLE ReservationStatesADD preResNum INTEGER;ALTER TABLE ReservationStatesDROP CONSTRAINT BookingWatch;ALTER TABLE ReservationStatesADD CONSTRAINT NewBookingWatchCHECK (resNum + preResNum � maxRes);The constraint NewBookingWatch states that for each tuple of the re-lation ReservationStates the sum of the attributes resNum and preResNumis at most the value of the attribute maxRes. Speci�c instances of the re-lation PreliminaryReservations and the modi�ed relation ReservationStatesare presented in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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C-345 2Figure 4.11: Relation PreliminaryReservations.Now we can de�ne the public option Flight reservation as follows:PUBLIC OPTION FlightReservationPreliminary task: PreRes(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Positive complementary task: Con�rm(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Negative complementary task: Cancel(customerID, ightId, resSeats)The three transactions of the option are given below. Here as well as in
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90Figure 4.12: Relation ReservationStates.the subsequent examples we use an SQL-like notation in presenting trans-actions. It deviates from SQL in that we omit certain features which areirrelevant from the illustrative point of view. For example, we omit thechecks of the SQLSTATE-variable.PreRes(customerId, ightId, resSeats)Begin transactionINSERT INTO PreliminaryReservationsVALUES (:customerId, :ightId, :resSeats);UPDATE ReservationStatesSET preResNum = preResNum + :resSeatsWHERE ight = :ightId;End transactionConfirm(customerId, ightId, resSeats)Begin transactionUPDATE ReservationStatesSET preResNum = preResNum � :resSeats,resNum = resNum + :resSeatsWHERE ight = :ightId;INSERT INTO ReservationsVALUES (:customerId, :ightId, :resSeats);DELETE FROM PreliminaryReservationsWHERE ight = :ightId AND customer = :customerId;End transactionCancel(customerId, ightId, resSeats)Begin transactionUPDATE ReservationStates



40 4 Two-phase tasks and optionsSET preResNum = preResNum � :resSeatsWHERE ight = :ightId;DELETE FROM PreliminaryReservationsWHERE ight = :ightId AND customer = :customerId;End TransactionThe constraint NewBookingWatch ensures that the transaction PreResfails if there are not enough vacant seats on the requested ight. If PreResdoes not fail then neither can the transaction Con�rm nor the transactionCancel fail semantically. For example, assume that Harrison's preliminaryreservation has been successfully executed. Then the transaction Con�rmwould decrease the preliminary reservations of the ight C-345 by 2, andincrease the reservations of the same ight also by 2. Consequently, the sumof the preliminary reservations and the reservations is not changed, and soit cannot violate the constraint NewBookingWatch.4.6 Internal optionsAnalogous to public options internal options are speci�ed as follows:INTERNAL OPTION task-namePreliminary task: <transaction-call>Positive complementary task: <transaction-call>Negative complementary task: <transaction-call>An internal option di�ers from a public option in that the e�ects of thepreliminary task (i.e., the arising of the option) are not externalized. Hence,with an internal option the preliminary task updates a variable whose onlyuse is in controlling the interleaving of workow instances. In contrast to aninternal option the preliminary task of a public option updates attributesthat model the reality as any other attribute of the database.4.6.1 Transaction coupling rulesThe function of the preliminary task is to ensure that the complementarytask will not fail as a result of other concurrent transactions. So, otherconcurrent transactions may not change the state of the database such thata consistency constraint would prevent the execution of the complementarytask.With internal options the preliminary task prevents the execution of suchconcurrent transactions by temporarily changing an argument of the con-



4.6 Internal options 41straint. The constraints are speci�c items of the database in that only thepreliminary and the complementary tasks can access them. The changingof an argument in the preliminary task (transaction) e�ectively \tightens"the constraint, while the changing of an argument in the complementarytask (transaction) e�ectively \loosens" the constraint, and thereby ensuressemantic success of the complementary task. We call this kind of actionbetween two transactions transaction coupling, and the rules specifying cor-rect actions transaction coupling rules.A problem with transaction coupling is that there may be many concur-rent couplings active on the same constraint. This implies that \tightening'and \loosening' must be commutative operations. This in turn requiresthat the constraint to be modi�ed must be expressed as a comparison state-ment. Accordingly we assume that the consistency constraint is expressedas follows:<data-object or function><comparison-operator><numerical-value>Typical consistency constraints can be expressed by one or more comparisonstatements. In terms of the relational model the constraint can concernan attribute, a tuple, a set of tuples or a whole relation. For example,the constraint BookingWatch presented in the previous section concernedeach tuple of a relation. Using one or more comparison statements onecan specify, e.g., that a certain attribute stays within a speci�ed range,certain tuple is not deleted and that the number of tuples of a certain typeis restricted. In contrast, dynamic consistency constraints [CGM88] cannotbe expressed by comparison statements. They determine a set of admissibletransitions between database states, e.g., successive values of a loan can onlybe decreasing.The coupling of preliminary and complementary transactions is achievedby executing increment and decrement operations on the numerical-value,denoted by NV for short.The transaction coupling rules are:1. Only preliminary and complementary transactions are allowed tomodify the NV.2. If the comparison operator is � or < (resp. � or >) then the prelim-inary transaction can try to decrease (resp. increase) NV.3. The preliminary transaction is allowed to decrease or increase NV ifit does not result in an inconsistent state of the database.4. If the preliminary transaction has decreased (increased) NV by n, then



42 4 Two-phase tasks and optionsthe corresponding complementary transaction increases (decreases)NV by n.5. Other transactions are allowed to access the data-object as far as theaccess does not violate the current consistency constraint.4.6.2 An example of internal optionsNext we illustrate the use of internal options in an SQL system. As withpublic options we will consider the implementation of the task Flight Re-servation of the workow Travel-planning. Now the intermediate results ofreservations (i.e., preliminary reservations) are not visible to the users. Theusers only see the relations containing the real reservations (Figure 4.13)and the reservation state of each ight (Figure 4.14). The SQL speci�cationstatements of these relations are the same than those given in Section 4.5.1.
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4.6 Internal options 43For specifying the task Flight reservation as an internal option, we needsome additional data structures. We present the required data structureby extending the relation ReservationStates by a new column, called vari-ableConstraint. In addition to the constraint BookingWatch we de�ne aconstraint, called OptionWatch, to be used in transaction coupling. Thesemodi�cations can be done by the following SQL statements:ALTER TABLE ReservationStatesADD variableConstraint INTEGER;UPDATE ReservationStatesSET variableConstraint = maxRes;ALTER TABLE ReservationStatesADD CONSTRAINT OptionWatchCHECK (resNum � variableConstraint);The attribute variableConstraint is only introduced for implementing trans-action coupling. Therefore, we will de�ne a view ResStates based on therelation ReservationStates as follows:CREATE VIEW ResStates ASSELECT ight, resNum, maxResFROM ReservationStates;Now we can specify that the user can only access the table via the viewResStates, which only contains committed reservations, and so the inter-mediate results (i.e., internal options) are hidden from the user. Instancesof the relation ReservationStates and the view ResStates are presented inFigures 4.15 and 4.16.
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variableConstraintFigure 4.15: Relation ReservationStates.Now, according to the transaction coupling rules, the preliminary andcomplementary transactions modify the value of the attribute variableCon-straint. For example, in Figure 4.15 we see that for ight A-123 the values ofthe attributes maxRes and variableConstraint are equal meaning that thereis no internal option on that ight. In contrast, for ight B-234 the di�er-ence, 4, of the values of these attributes means that there are one or more
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ResStatesFigure 4.16: View ResStates.options on that ight.After these extensions we can de�ne the task Flight Reservation as aninternal option:INTERNAL OPTION FlightReservationPreliminary task: PreRes(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Positive complementary task: Con�rm(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Negative complementary task: Cancel(customerID, ightId, resSeats)The transactions of the internal option are:PreRes(customer, ightId, resSeats)Begin TransactionUPDATE ReservationStatesSET variableConstraint = variableConstraint � :resSeatsWHERE ight = :ightId;End TransactionConfirm(customerId, ightId, resSeats)Begin TransactionUPDATE ReservationStatesSET variableConstraint = variableConstraint + :resSeatsSET resNum = resNum + :resSeatsWHERE ight = :ightId;INSERT INTO Reservations (:customerId, :ightId, :resSeats);End TransactionCancel(customerId, ightId, resSeats)Begin TransactionUPDATE ReservationStatesSET variableConstraint = variableConstraint + :resSeats



4.6 Internal options 45WHERE ight = :ightId;End TransactionNow we consider the behavior of several simultaneous options on a ight.Assume that there are 92 reservations and no options on ight C-345. Sothere is a tuple(C-345, 92, 100, 100)in the relation ReservationStates. Then a preliminary task requesting anoption concerning three reservations can commit; therefore, the option isgranted, and the value of the tuple will be(C-345, 92, 100, 97).The SQL system accepts such an update as it violates neither the constraintOptionWatch nor the constraint BookingWatch. Now assume that anotheroption concerning two reservations on the same ight is started. The SQLsystem will accept the request, and the new value of the tuple will be(C-345, 92, 100, 95).After this, the positive complementary task of the �rst option is executed,changing the tuple to(C-345, 95, 100, 98).The transaction coupling rules ensure that the complementary task cannotbe rejected as a result of violating the constraint OptionWatch. In partic-ular, the complementary task �rst updates the value of variableConstraint,which ensures that the update of resNum cannot violate the constraints.Then assume that a normal transaction (i.e., outside the control of theworkow management system) reserving three seats is started, resulting inthe tuple (C-345, 98, 100, 98).Now, only the active option for two reservations can make reservations, asits complementary transaction is allowed to increase the attribute variable-Constraint by 2.Recall that an option is a certi�cation of the success of a potential laterupdate. If there are no constraint which could prevent the later updateneither the option is needed. For example, this is the case with the taskswhich revoke reservations.



46 4 Two-phase tasks and options4.7 General treatment of optionsSo far we have discussed options from an illustrative point of view. Wenext work out the concept of database consistency so as to be more suitablefor analyzing the correctness of options. In particular, the notion of anargument of a consistency constraint is introduced. Then by consideringthe way consistency constraints are expressed we then make a distinctionbetween explicit and implicit consistency constraints. And, �nally, we givean interpretation of an option using the notion of a constraint argument.4.7.1 Database consistencyThe consistent states of a database are speci�ed by consistency constraints:a database state is consistent if all the consistency constraints are met[Pap86]. Although this de�nition is intuitive and clear, it is not appro-priate for our further analysis. Before giving an equivalent de�nition, wepresent some notations.Let S be a database state and let CC be a consistency constraint. Aconstraint argument of CC on S is each minimal subset of S on which thevalidity of CC can be evaluated. For example, the attributes resNum andmaxRes of each tuple of the relation ReservationStates (Figure 4.10) is aconstraint argument of the constraint BookingWatch.Based on this notion of a constraint argument we can give another,yet equivalent, de�nition of database consistency: a database state S isconsistent with respect to CC if each constraint argument of CC in S isconsistent with respect to CC.In analyzing the e�ects of an option we can now restrict ourselves onthe constraint arguments instead of considering the whole database and allits consistency constraints.4.7.2 Explicit and implicit consistency constraintsWe make a distinction between explicit consistency constraints and implicitconsistency constraints depending on whether the constraint is expressed bydata items or by metadata items.An explicit consistency constraint is one that is stated in the metadatausing a speci�c language, e.g., by a key constraint, a referential integrityconstraint, a CHECK statement or an assertion in SQL.We say that a data item is an implicit consistency constraint if� it is a constraint argument of an explicit consistency constraint, and



4.7 General treatment of options 47� it models the state of certain other data items of the database.For example each tuple of the relation ReservationStates (Figure 4.10) is animplicit consistency constraint: each such tuple is a constraint argument ofthe explicit consistency constraint BookingWatch, and each tuple speci�esthe state of certain tuples in the relation Reservations (Figure 4.9). Forexample, the �rst tuple states that there are three reservations on the ightA-123 and that there may be at most 60 reservations on that ight.One can replace implicit consistency constraints by explicit consistencyconstraints. If an implicit constraint is set upon more than one relation(e.g., the tuples of the relation in Figure 4.12 are set upon the relationsReservations and PreliminaryReservations) then it must be expressed byan assertion, while a constraint upon one relation can be expressed by aCHECK-statement. For example, the previously stated implicit consistencyconstraint (i.e., the tuple (A-123, 3, 60)) could be replaced by inserting thefollowing statement into the speci�cation of the relation Reservations:CONSTRAINT BookingWatchOnFlightA-123CHECK (60 �(SELECT SUM(resSeats)FROM ReservationsWHERE ight = 'A-123'));Explicit and implicit consistency constraints have their strenghts and weak-nesses. Implicit constraints ease the modi�cations of constraints as insteadof modifying metadata only tuples have to be accessed. On the other hand,explicit constraints ease database updates. For example, making a reser-vation only involves inserting a tuple to the relation Reservations, and therelation ReservationStates would not be needed at all.4.7.3 Managing options by modifying the allowable statesof constraint argumentsEach option, be it public or internal, modi�es the state of the database ina way that temporarily restricts the allowable states of the database, andthereby ensures that the option can be realized if needed. The restriction ofallowable states is done by modifying either explicit or implicit consistencyconstraints.To illustrate this we denote by CC a consistency constraint and by Athe set of its constraint arguments, i.e., a subset of a database. Further,we denote by S(A) the set of all possible states of A, by C(A) the set ofall consistent states in S(A), and by T(A) the set of temporarily allowablestates of A. Thus T(A) varies according to the active options. In order to



48 4 Two-phase tasks and optionsillustrate this dynamic property, T(A) is denoted by dotted lines in Figure4.17. If there are no active options, then C(A) and T(A) equal. Otherwise,since setting an option always tightens a constraint, T(A) is a proper subsetof C(A).
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C(A)

T(A)Figure 4.17: Relationships of the states of a constraint argument A.Assume that the workow system receives an option request concerninga set of constraint arguments A. The system is allowed to accept the requestif the current state of A is included in T'(A) which is obtained from T(A) byreducing it by the requested option. If the request is accepted, then T'(A) isassigned to T(A). So, accepting an option reduces T(A), and cancelling anoption enlarges T(A). In realizing the option, �rst T(A) is enlarged ensuringthat the following update will not move the state of A outside T(A).4.8 DiscussionFailure atomicity and high performance are contradicting goals. In con-ventional (syntactic) transaction models failure atomicity is guaranteed byforcing transactions to hold their data locked until the whole activity eithercommits or aborts, thereby decreasing the performance of the system. Withsemantic atomicity models (e.g., with sagas and exible transactions) trans-actions may release their data resources before the whole activity (workowor advanced transaction) is committed or aborted, thus leading to betterperformance but in the same time exposing dirty data to other concurrenttransactions.Within this context, options represent an intermediate form: transac-



4.8 Discussion 49tions (or tasks) hold their data, but only in a liberal way allowing othertransactions to access the data as long as it does not jeopardize failureatomicity.Logically, internal options and transaction coupling have similaritieswith escrow locking [O'N86]. The idea behind escrow locking is to preservethe truth of a predicate on a data item between the time the transaction�rst reads the data item and the time the predicate is evaluated at com-mitting the transaction. Escrow locking was originally designed to dealwith arithmetic operations on hotspot data. Later on with the contractmodel [W�ac91, WR92, Sch93, RS95a, Sch94, SR96] escrow locking was pro-posed to be used in ensuring execution atomicity and the executability ofthe compensating transactions. Our approach di�ers from escrow locking inthree aspects. First, instead of predicates we evaluate only consistency con-straints (predicates) that can be expressed using SQL. Second, with optionsthe truth of the consistency constraint is enforced during the time betweentwo separate transactions | not a time interval within the execution of asingle transaction. Third, options are stored in the database (stable storage)while with escrow locking predicates are stored in volatile storage.
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Chapter 5Failure Atomicity of Two-PhaseTasksIn Chapter 4 we attached a communicating task to each workow, sub-workow and task. The function of a communicating task is to terminatea workow instance in a coordinated way. In terms of options this meansthat either all the accepted options will be realized or all are canceled.In this chapter we present the algorithms of the communicating tasks.These algorithms comprise the failure atomicity protocol. Before presentingthe protocol we will consider the communication topology of the protocol.5.1 Communication topologyA communication topology [BHG87] speci�es who sends messages to whom.The communication topology of our protocol is derived from the structureof a workow instance tree. For example, the topology might be the onepresented in Figure 3.9.Each communicating task receives as input parameters the names of itsparent (if any) and children (if any). So the Coordinator task in the treeknows the names of its children, but does not know whether they are Inter-coordinator tasks or Participant tasks. Respectively each Inter-coordinatortask knows its children and parent but does not know whether its parent isan other Inter-coordinator task or the Coordinator task. Consequently notask knows the entire structure of the tree.51



52 5 Failure Atomicity of Two-Phase Tasks5.2 The Failure Atomicity ProtocolAnalogous to the two-phase commit protocol (2PC-protocol) [BHG87] thecommunication in the protocol is comprised of two phases: a voting phaseand a decision phase.1. First, in the voting phase the coordinator sends a request message toits children. Those children that are inter-coordinators forward themessage to their children. Eventually all the participants will receivethe request message. The participants vote by sending either the fail-ure or success message to their parents. Each inter-coordinator votessuccess if the corresponding subworkow has reached its objective, i.e.,all its vital children (vital tasks and vital subworkows) have votedsuccess.2. The decision phase starts when the coordinator has received the re-sponses from all its vital children. If all the vital children have votedsuccess, the coordinator decides to commit, and otherwise to abort.Then the coordinator sends the decision to its children. Further, thosechildren that are inter-coordinators forward the decision to their chil-dren. So each participant task will receive the decision, and then,in the case of a commit message, the participants start the positivecomplementary task. In the case of an abort message they start thenegative complementary task.In practice the protocol should also tolerate system and communicationfailures. Therefore we will require that, if all existing failures are repairedand no new failures occur for a su�ciently long time period, then the pro-tocol will eventually be executed.There are two reasons why the simple protocol described above does nottolerate communication and system failures:� First, at various points of the protocol either the coordinator, inter-coordinators or the participants must wait for messages before pro-ceeding, but messages may not arrive due to a failure giving rise thatthose may be waiting forever. For this reason we have to add timeoutactions to the protocol.� Second, when the coordinator, an inter-coordinator or a participantrecovers from a failure it has to reach the decision. This requires thatthe coordinator, inter-coordinators and the participants have to keepsome information in the log (stable storage).



5.2 The Failure Atomicity Protocol 53The coordinator's, inter-coordinator's and participant's algorithms arepresented below.Coordinator task:send a request message to all the children;write the start-record in the log;wait for response messages from the children;if all the messages from the vital children have been received ora timeout has expired thenbeginif all the vital children voted success thenbeginwrite the \commit" decision to the log;send the commit message to all the childrenend elsebeginwrite the \abort" decision to the log;send the abort message to all the childrenend;endelse write the decision message \no response received" to the log;returnInter-coordinator task:wait for a request message from the parent;send a request message to all the children;wait for response messages from the children;if all the messages from the vital children have been received ora timeout has expired thenbeginif all the vital children voted success thenbeginwrite the \commit" decision to the log;send the commit message to the parentend elseif some vital child voted failure thenbeginwrite the \abort" decision to the log;send the abort message to the parentend;



54 5 Failure Atomicity of Two-Phase Taskswait for a decision message from the parenton timeout initiate the termination protocol;on receiving the decision messagebeginwrite the decision record to the log;send the decision message to all the childrenend;end;returnParticipant:wait for a request message from the parent;if the preliminary task did not fail thenbeginsend a response message \success" to the parent;wait for a decision message from the parenton timeout initiate the termination protocol;on receiving a decision messagebeginif the decision is \commit"then execute the positive complementary taskelse execute the negative complementary task;write \complementary executed" to the logend;endelse send a response message \failure" to the parent;returnThe period between the moment a participant or inter-coordinator sent apositive response message and the moment it received the decision messageis the uncertainty period for that participant or inter-coordinator. Duringthat period the participant and the inter-coordinator do not know how toproceed. If a participant or an inter-coordinator in its uncertainty periodis interrupted by a timeout, then it must consult its parent to �nd outthe decision. This consultation is carried out by the following terminationprotocol.Initiator's algorithm:start: send a decision request to the parent;



5.3 Extending the Failure Atomicity Protocol 55wait for a decision messageon timeout goto start;on receiving a decision message return;Parent's algorithm:wait for a decision request from any child;if the decision is not knownthen initiate the termination protocol (initiator's algorithm);send the decision message to the requesting child;return5.3 Extending the Failure Atomicity ProtocolSo far we have assumed that each task is implemented as a 2P-task. Nowwe extend the failure atomicity protocol such that it also allows other ap-proaches for implementing tasks. Particularly a task may be:� an atomic task (ACID-transaction),� a semantically atomic task, or� a manual or partially automated task.By an atomic task we mean a task that possesses the ACID-properties, i.e.,a traditional transaction. In a semantically atomic task the atomicity isenforced by compensation. We will also incorporate manual and partiallyautomated tasks as there may be tasks whose complete automation is neitherpossible nor meaningful.Through these approaches we do not gain the advantages of 2P-tasks(options) but rather we make the protocol more exible as there are manyways to implement each task, and thus increase its usability. For example, ifeach 2P-task would be implemented as an atomic transaction and there areno subworkows, then the protocol would work similar to the 2PC-protocol.A feature of the failure atomicity protocol is that the way a task isimplemented is hidden from the user process that communicates with theparticipant task. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the coordinator (or inter-coordinator) sees only the interface provided by the participant.So, the other approaches for implementing tasks require only modi�ca-tions on the participant's algorithm. The modi�cations required by atomictransactions are considered in Subsection 5.3.1, modi�cations required by
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taskFigure 5.1: The interface of the participant.semantically atomic tasks are considered in Subsection 5.3.2, and then, inSubsection 5.3.3, the connection of manual and partially automated tasksare discussed.5.3.1 Executing a task as an atomic transactionThe states of transactions are essential in executing a task as an atomictransaction. From a user's point of view a transaction is either in an active,aborted or committed state (Figure 5.2). An active transaction is one that
Aborted Committed

ActiveFigure 5.2: The states of a transaction from the user's point of view.has not yet committed or aborted. From the system's point of view, an act-ive transaction is either in a running, terminated or prepared state (Figure5.3). A terminated transaction is one whose execution is terminated. Thecorrectness of the execution is not necessarily checked and the updates madeby a terminated transaction may be lost in the event of a system failure.A prepared transaction is one that can be committed� from the atomicity point of view (i.e., all of its updates are logged inthe stable storage), and� from the recovery point of view (i.e., it has not read dirty data).
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CommittedAbortedFigure 5.3: The states of a transaction from the system's point of view.In distributed systems which provide atomic distributed transactionseach local system has to support the prepared state as an external state.According to the 2PC-protocol [BHG87] the coordinator decides to committhe subtransactions if it knows each subtransaction of the distributed trans-action to be in the prepared state, and otherwise it decides to abort thesubtransactions.Through the prepared state we will also tie atomic tasks (transactions)into the protocol. Semantically the prepared state corresponds to the suc-cessful preliminary task as it ensures that the subtransactions can be abortedor committed according to the coordinator's decision. Further, semantic-ally aborting a subtransaction corresponds to the execution of the negativecomplementary task, and committing a subtransaction corresponds to theexecution of the positive complementary task.We can divide the execution of an atomic subtransaction into a preparetask, a commit task and an abort task and connect these to the participanttask as presented in Figure 5.4. Now if the prepare task does not fail, thenthe participant sends the success message to its parent, otherwise it sendsthe failure message. When it receives the decision message, it commits oraborts the transaction according to the message. The modi�ed participantalgorithm is presented below.Participant:wait for a request message from the parent;if the prepare task did not fail thenbeginsend a response message (success) to the parent;wait for a decision message from the parent
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taskFigure 5.4: Task execution graph.on timeout initiate the termination protocol;on receiving a decision messagebeginif the decision is \commit" thenexecute the commit task elseexecute the abort task;write \complementary executed" to the logend;endelse send a response message (failure) to the parent;returnA problem with this solution is that the transaction has to hold dataresources (e.g., locks) from the running state until it reaches either thecommitted state or the aborted state. Hence this kind of implementationis not suitable as a general method for long lasting activities. However, the2PC-protocol has been found necessary in workow environments, and hasbeen implemented in a CORBA-based workow architecture [MSKW96]. InFlowMark, the 2PC-protocol is used for replication, which in turn increasessystem availability [AAEAM97].5.3.2 Executing a task as a semantically atomic transactionReplacing a 2P-task by a semantically atomic transaction and its compens-ating transaction would require the following modi�cation to the participantalgorithm. First, instead of executing a preliminary task, the atomic trans-action is executed. Then, if the execution is successful the participant sendsthe success message to its parent; otherwise it sends the failure message to



5.3 Extending the Failure Atomicity Protocol 59its parent.Finally, if the participant receives the commit decision, then no transac-tion has to be executed, but if the message was an abort decision then thecompensating transaction is executed. By connecting these actions to theparticipant task we get the execution graph presented in Figure 5.5.
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commitFigure 5.5: Task execution graph.The modi�ed participant algorithm is the following.Participant:wait for a request message from the parent;if the atomic transaction did not fail thenbeginsend a response message (success) to the parentwait for a decision message from the parenton timeout initiate the termination protocol;on receiving a decision messagebeginwrite the decision to the log;if the message was abort thenexecute the compensating transactionend;endelse send a response message (failure) to the parent;returnAs we have already stated, the main problem with using compensatingtransactions is that the function of the preliminary transaction is carried outby a transaction having di�erent semantics. Note that making a reservationfor a ight and making a preliminary reservation are not semantically equi-



60 5 Failure Atomicity of Two-Phase Tasksvalent. In practice, the seriousness of this problem depends on the semanticsof the other transactions in the system.5.3.3 Executing partially automated and manual 2P-tasksThe notion of a workow was introduced to facilitate business process reen-gineering and automation. However, it is neither meaningful nor possibleto automate all tasks. Therefore, the wide usability of a workow systemrequires that it should also provide support for partially automated andmanual tasks.We now consider how the interaction between the failure atomicity pro-tocol and human users performing partially automated or manual tasks canbe achieved. Our idea is to replace the preliminary task by a request toa human user. The user is asked whether she or he commits to executethe positive or negative complementary task in response to a forthcomingdecision. If the user responses yes, then the preliminary task is consideredas successful, and otherwise as failed. Then the participant task passes thisinformation to its parent. Finally, after receiving the decision the parti-cipant task requests the user to proceed according to the decision, i.e., toexecute the complementary task. If the user leaves the complementary taskundone, the workow may commit or abort, though it is not �nished cor-rectly. However, the positive response is stored in the log, and thereby thefailure can be traced.The participant protocol incorporating the modi�cations required bypartially automated or manual tasks is presented below.Participant:wait for a request message from the parent;if the prepare task did not fail thenbeginsend a response message (success) to the parent;wait for a decision message from the parenton timeout initiate the termination protocol;on receiving a decision messagebeginpass the message (commit or abort) to the human;write \complementary requested" to the logend;endelse send a response message (failure) to the parent;return



5.4 Discussion 61As an example of a manual or partially automated task, let us reconsiderthe Loan request workow presented in Chapter 3. Its task Enter loandecision (Figure 3.6) typically requires human intervention, and thus shouldbe executed as a manual or partially automated task. There may also bevariations of this task with respect to the automation level, e.g., with minorloans the totally automated variation is executed and in other cases partiallyautomated variation is executed.5.4 DiscussionFailure atomicity of long lasting activities can be enforced by 2P-tasks,atomic transactions, or by semantically atomic transactions. Each of theseapproaches has its strengths and weaknesses. Which approach is appropriatefor a given task is task-speci�c. Moreover, some tasks may require manualexecution.The failure atomicity protocol allows each task to be implemented as a2P-task, an atomic task, or a semantically atomic task. Further a task maybe manual or partially automated. In this sense, the range of applicabilityof the protocol is wide.In addition to failure atomicity the workow system should provide sup-port for execution atomicity. These two requirements are however par-tially intertwined: for example with options the preliminary transactionprevents interleavings that would cause the complementary transaction tofail. Particularly, in Chapter 7 we will extend the failure atomicity protocolto provide support for execution atomicity.
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Chapter 6Negotiation workowsAdvanced transaction models [ELLR90, GMGK+91, RELL90] as well astransactional workow models (e.g., [WR92, BDS+93, GH94]) have beenintroduced in order to achieve the correctness and reliability of workows.Also cooperative transaction models (e.g., [PH88, KP92, NRZ92, HOS90,NG92]) have been developed for supporting cooperative work in a central-ized environment. These models allow users to cooperate only by successivetasks, i.e., a workow de�nes the order of task execution or conditions un-der which tasks must be executed, but negotiation-like cooperation cannotbe modelled. On the other hand, with groupware systems [EGR91] users(humans) can cooperate spontaneously without prede�ned protocols. Suchcooperation is necessary for many groupware applications, and integratingsuch features also for workow systems would increase their usability.6.1 Cooperative workowsIn many distributed applications the users of autonomous local systemshave to cooperate. Typical cooperation is based on a prede�ned practice,but such cooperation cannot be automated if there are neither a model normethods to carry out the cooperation. For example, the business processeswhere dealing is made by �rst requesting the o�ers and then making thedeal are very common in practice. Our goal then is to develop appropriateconcepts and methods to automate such cooperative processes.The corner-stone for our analysis is a protocol, called the 2-phase nego-tiation protocol, or the 2PN-protocol for short. The 2PN-protocol is similarto the failure atomicity protocol of the previous chapter in that it consistsof a vote phase and a decision phase, but the protocols di�er in that thespectrum of the negotiation in the 2PN-protocol is not restricted to atomic63



64 6 Negotiation workflowscommitment. In addition the 2PN-protocol is always two-level, i.e., thereare no inter-coordinators.Essentially, the 2PN-protocol synchronizes the execution of the tasks ofa distributed workow. Further, in order to avoid the problems related tolong-lasting transactions, we have extended the notion of an option to apartially realizable option, that in turn can be implemented by a variationof a 2P-task, called multivalued 2P-task.6.2 Enforcing execution dependenciesOur view of cooperative workows is twofold: we concentrate on the modularworkow structure as well as the structure of negotiation workows. Fur-ther, the intertwinement of these two structures is our main topic. Ideally,� the semantics of negotiation is included in workow modules (tasks),� while negotiations are carried out by the 2PN-protocol, and� the updates resulting from negotiation are executed by the multivalued2P-tasks.In negotiation workows, execution dependencies and data ow are car-ried out by the 2PN-protocol. A negotiation workow may also be a sub-workow of another workow (as will be illustrated in the following ex-ample), and so the entire negotiation workow may be activated as anytask or subworkow of the workow. For example, a task or a subworkowmay not begin before a particular previously started task commits. Suchconstraints are usually speci�ed by triggers [DHL90, DHL91], Petri nets[Jen91] or by �nite state automata [ASSR93].6.2.1 A negotiation exampleAs we have stated, the travel-planning example [Gra81] was originallypresented to show that the subtransactions of a transaction may have dif-ferent kinds of transactional requirements, e.g., some subtransactions maybe undone or redone while other subtransactions may be deferred but notundone. Later on, alternative subtransactions [ELLR90] and contingencytransactions [B�OH+92] have been motivated by the same example. Again,we motivate the need of negotiation workows by the example.Here we are not interested in the precedence graph of the tasks in aworkow but rather of the subworkows, which could be implemented asnegotiation workows. So we are interested in the following tasks:



6.3 The negotiation model 65Flight reservation: An agent negotiates with airlines to order a ticket for aight.Hotel reservation: An agent negotiates with hotels to reserve a room.Car reservation: An agent negotiates with car rental companies for car re-servation.For simplicity we assume that there are only two airlines, say Finnair andSAS, and two hotels, say Sheraton and Hilton, to be consulted. The travelagent can then order a ticket either from Finnair or from SAS, and respect-ively reserve a room either from Sheraton or from Hilton. Hence, usingalternative subtransactions one can specify that if the subtransaction re-serving a ticket from Finnair fails, then the subtransaction which tries tomake the reservation from SAS is executed, or vice versa.Now assume that a customer may not prefer any of the airlines or hotels,but rather wants to make the decision (reservation) based on an explicitchoice criterion (e.g., choose the cheapest one). Such a functionality canonly be transactionally processed by a negotiation workow.6.3 The negotiation modelThis section presents the structure of a negotiation workow and the 2PN-protocol, and particularly, how these are linked together.6.3.1 The structure of a negotiation workowA negotiation workow is comprised of one coordination task and one ormore participant tasks (Figure 6.1). These tasks are located at the task
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66 6 Negotiation workflowspools of di�erent sites.The coordination task negotiates with the participant tasks to make adeal. For example, the subworkows Flight reservation, Hotel reservationand Car reservation can be modelled as negotiation workows, and aretherefore denoted by double outlines in Figure 6.2. The home site of thesenegotiation workows is the site of their coordination task, i.e., the site ofthe travel agent.
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Multivalued 2P-task 1Figure 6.3: The components of a negotiation workow.2PN-protocol after the decision of the negotiation is done. It is a short-lasting ACID transaction that stores the result of the negotiation in thedatabase. The components of the multivalued 2P-tasks (i.e., a preliminarytask and one or more complementary tasks) are activated by the participant



6.3 The negotiation model 67in the 2PN-protocol. The coordinator and the participants communicatethrough the messages of the 2PN-protocol. Such communication is denotedby the broken lines in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The interactions of the negotiation workow and the negotiationtransaction.6.3.2 Multivalued 2P-tasksA multivalued 2P-task di�ers from a 2P-task in that the number of comple-mentary tasks is not restricted (Figure 6.5). As a 2P-task, a multivalued2P-task consists of two phases: in the �rst phase the preliminary task isexecuted, and in the second phase one of the complementary tasks is ex-ecuted. However, in many cases, only two complementary tasks are neededin the speci�cation of a multivalued 2P-task. In such a case:� one complementary task compensates the e�ects of the preliminarytask (unsuccessful negotiation), while� the other completes the preliminary task (successful negotiation).For example, assuming that the travel agent negotiates with Finnair andSAS to order a ticket, and the agent accepts the o�er from SAS and refuses
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task 1 task nFigure 6.5: The components of a multivalued 2P-task.that from Finnair. As a result, at the site of SAS a complementary taskwhich completes the preliminary task is executed, and at the site of Finnaira complementary task which compensates the e�ects of the preliminarytask is executed. As a result, the execution structure of Figure 6.6 willbe generated. The root of the tree presents the execution of a negotiationworkow. The leaves of the tree are executed as local transactions, and inparticular, their execution dependencies are enforced by the 2PN-protocolto be described in the next section.
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6.3 The negotiation model 69If the participant task is not willing to take part in the negotiationrequested by the coordination task, then none of the multivalued 2P-tasksis executed, e.g., if an airline is requested for a seat, but all seats are alreadybooked. In our framework this means that the participant task does not needthe services of the multivalued 2P-task.6.3.3 The 2PN-protocolThe 2PN-protocol has two functions. First, it coordinates the negotiation,and second, it ensures reliability in the presence of failures. For clarity we�rst describe the protocol assuming that there are no failures and then wepresent the exact protocol, which is tolerant for system and communicationfailures.The coordinator knows the names of the participants, and so it can sendthem messages. The participants know the name of the coordinator, butthey do not know each other. Assuming that there are no failures, the2PN-protocol works as follows:1. The coordination task activates the coordinator, and thus starts the2PN-protocol, by passing a request message to it. Then the coordin-ator sends a request message to all the participants.2. When a participant receives a request message, it �rst activates theparticipant task by passing the message to it. After processing themessage the task passes a response message to the participant. Ifthe participant task accepted the request, then the participant startsthe preliminary transaction, and if it commits then the participantsends a response message to the coordinator. Otherwise it informs theparticipant task about the abort of the preliminary task.3. The coordinator collects the response messages and passes the mes-sages to the coordination task. After their processing, the coordina-tion task passes a decision message to the coordinator, which sendsparticipant-speci�c decision messages to the participants. (For illus-trative purposes we say that a decision message is negative, if thecoordinator did not accept the response, and otherwise it is positive.)4. Each participant that accepted the request waits for a decision mes-sage from the coordinator. After receiving the decision message theparticipant passes it to the participant task, which after processing itreturns the identi�er of the complementary task to be executed, andthen the participant starts the complementary task.



70 6 Negotiation workflowsIn Figure 6.7 we have illustrated by a state diagram the synchroniza-tion of the protocol messages and the execution of the preliminary and thecomplementary tasks. The diagram represents the states of the participantin the case of two complementary tasks (a positive and a negative comple-mentary task). With respect to the negotiation of a ticket for a ight wecan give the following interpretation for the diagram.
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Figure 6.7: The states of a participant.First, the coordinator sends a ight-id/seats-request, which identi�esthe ight and the number of requested seats. Then the participant ex-ecutes the preliminary reservation (preliminary task) and sends the ight-id-price/seats-response (positive response) or ight-id/not-available-response(negative response) to the coordinator. Finally, the coordinator sendsparticipant-speci�c ight-id/passengers-message(s) (positive decision mes-sage) to the participant(s) o�ering the ights with the lowest price. Tothe other participants it sends ight-id/nodeal messages (negative decisionmessage).The protocol described above does not tolerate communication and sys-tem failures. The following 2PN-protocol tolerates both failures.



6.3 The negotiation model 71Coordinator:send a request message to all the participants;write the start-2PN record to the log;wait for response messages from the participants;if all the messages from the participants have been received ora timeout has expired thenbeginpass the response messages to the coordination task;wait for a decision messages from the coordination task;write the decision-record to the log;execute the coordination transaction;send decision messages to participantsendelse write the decision message \no response message received"to the log;returnParticipant:wait for a request message from the coordinator;on receiving a request message activate the participant task bypassing the request message to it;wait for a decision messages from the participant task;write the response-record to the log;if the response message is positive thenbegin execute the preliminary task;if the preliminary transaction committed thenbeginsend a response message (positive message) to the coordinator;wait for a decision message from the coordinatoron timeout initiate the termination protocol;write the decision-record to the log;pass the decision messages to the participant task;wait for a decision messages from the participant task;execute a complementary taskendelse activate the participant task by passing the abort message to itendelse send a response message (negative message) to the coordinator;return



72 6 Negotiation workflowsThe termination protocol of the 2PN-protocol is presented belowInitiator's algorithm:start: send a decision request to the coordinator;wait for a decision messageon timeout goto start;on receiving a decision message returnCoordinator's algorithm:wait for a decision request from any participant;send a decision message to the participant;returnAs we have assumed that the coordination task, preliminary tasks andcomplementary tasks are executed as local transactions in the local systemsproviding the ACID-properties [BHG87], we do not have to take care oftheir reliability.6.3.4 Implementing multivalued 2P-tasksA multivalued option di�ers from other options in that it may be partiallyrealized. This feature can be implemented in such a way that, instead ofexecuting only one complementary task (the positive or the negative one),several complementary tasks (positive, negative, or both) can be executed.Partial realization has not to be taken into account in a preliminary task,i.e., the preliminary task of a 2P-task and that of a multivalued 2P-taskhave an equal functionality.As an example of a multivalued 2P-task assume that a preliminary taskdoes �ve preliminary reservations; its complementary task con�rms two re-servations and cancels three preliminary reservations. To illustrate how thiscan be implemented using options lets us consider the FlightReservation op-tion discussed in Chapter 4:PUBLIC (INTERNAL) OPTION FlightReservationPreliminary task: PreRes(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Positive complementary task: Con�rm(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Negative complementary task: Cancel(customerID, ightId, resSeats)Now the participant in the 2PN-protocol activates the positive complement-ary task by giving the value 2 to the parameter resSeats, and activates



6.4 Discussion 73the negative complementary task by giving the value 3 to the parameterresSeats.6.4 DiscussionOur perspective on negotiation workows is focused on their functionalityrather than on their formal speci�cation, which could be given for exampleby the ACTA-framework [CR90, CR92, CR93].The main aim was to automate negotiation-like tasks which so far haverequired human intervention. Further, the 2PN-protocol ensures that ne-gotiation transactions are atomic. However we did not considered theiratomicity from the whole workow's point of view. For example, what hap-pens if the negotiation workow Flight reservation (a subworkow) wereexecuted successfully and then the whole workow Travel-planning fails.This problem, however, has a simple solution, namely executing negotiationworkows as two-phase subworkows as discussed in Section 4.3. That is,the complementary task of a negotiation workow is not executed until it isknown whether the whole workow will commit or abort.And, �nally, as the starting motivation for workow systems was a needto automate o�ce paper processing, we believe that this progress will con-tinue by automating still more and complex tasks.
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Chapter 7Self-isolating workowsSerializability as the correctness criterion means that for any set of consist-ency constraints imposed on the database the execution preserves databaseconsistency. Syntactic and semantic information about an application makesit possible to weaken the correctness criterion and allows nonserializable ex-ecutions which are correct from the point of view of an application.Using semantic information we can allow workow instances to accessdata without completely isolating the accessed data (e.g., by a write-lock)from other concurrent transactions and workows. In workow concurrencycontrol su�cient isolation requirements include conditions stating that:� a certain attribute stays within a speci�ed range,� a certain tuple is not deleted, and� the number of tuples of certain type is restricted.Traditionally these kinds of requirements are expressed by consistency con-straints in creating the database schema.Our idea is to use consistency constraints in the same way as locks areused in traditional concurrency control. We call consistency constraintsas data restrictions when they are used in concurrency control. So datarestrictions di�er from traditional consistency constraints in that they areshort-lasting. As a data restriction is created and dropped by a workowinstance, its duration is at most the duration of the workow instance. Inaddition, a data restriction di�ers from a consistency constraint in that itmay be speci�c for a workow instance that is generated from the inputparameters of a workow or task instance. Thus, di�erent instances of agiven workow may set di�erent kinds of data restrictions. This featuremakes it possible to use as liberal data restrictions as possible.By using data restrictions we can achieve the following:75



76 7 Self-isolating workflows� The expression power of data restrictions matches the workow isol-ation requirements, which in turn makes it possible to achieve a highdegree of concurrency.� Workow concurrency control can be implemented by utilizing thefeatures of the underlying database system.� Transactions executed outside the control of the workow system canbe controlled through the consistency constraints supported by thedatabase system.Although workow isolation requirements can be enforced by data re-strictions, in some cases it seems to be more appropriate to control theexecution of workows and tasks directly, i.e., restricting the execution ofthe programs behind the workows, subworkows and tasks rather thanindirectly through the data they access. We call these restrictions task re-strictions, independently on the object of the restriction (i.e., whether it is aworkow, a subworkow or a task). They di�er from traditional semaphores[BHG87] in the same way as data restrictions di�er from traditional locks,i.e., the locking expression is based on semantic information.Both data and task restrictions are given in a workow speci�cation. Aworkow instance then sets and unsets restrictions according to the speci�c-ation. Due to this property we call such workows self-isolating workows.The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 7.1, weconsider assertions [UW97], a type of consistency constraints in SQL. Thenin Section 7.2, we extend the notion of a 2P-task to incorporate speci�c tasksfor setting and unsetting restrictions (e.g., assertions). The speci�cationand management of data restrictions are considered in Section 7.3, and thespeci�cation and management of task restrictions are considered in Section7.4. Finally, the scheduling policy of self-isolating workows is discussed inSection 7.5.7.1 AssertionsSQL-systems provide a variety of techniques for expressing constraintsas part of the database schema. These include key constraints, domainconstraints, CHECK-constraints and assertions (also called general con-straints). Using assertions it is possible to de�ne any condition, while theother types are associated with other schema elements (e.g., with relationsor domains). Using assertions it is possible to de�ne constraints� on the values of the attributes,



7.2 Isolated tasks 77� on the values of relations as a whole, and� on the relationships between several relations.Like other schema elements, assertions are declared by a CREATEstatement:CREATE ASSERTION <name> CHECK <condition>Each assertion has a name. The name makes it possible to add, modifyand delete assertions at any time. For example, an assertion can be droppedby the statement DROP ASSERTION <name>.Assertions allow us to enforce any conditional expression that can appearin a WHERE clause in SQL. The condition must have a boolean value, andtherefore it is necessary to aggregate the results of a non-boolean expressionin some way to make a single true/false choice, so that for example theoperator NOT EXISTS is applied to an expression producing a relation.The condition in an assertion must always be true, and any databasemodi�cation whatsoever that causes it to become false will be rejected bythe SQL-system, i.e., the transaction will be aborted.SQL3 [UW97] extends SQL2 [UW97] assertions so that assertions can bespeci�ed to be triggered by programmer-speci�ed events. As it is explicitlystated after which modi�cations the condition must be checked, the burdenof the SQL-system can be alleviated.In our approach, the isolation requirements of a workow are expressedby assertions. A workow instance passes an assertion request to the SQL-system, which either accepts or rejects the request. In principle, the SQL-system accepts the request, if it does not contradict with the state of thedatabase, i.e., if the assertion evaluates to true. The SQL-system enforcesthat each accepted assertion is valid until the workow instance requests todrop the assertion.7.2 Isolated tasksSelf-isolating workows set and unset data and task restrictions. Each re-striction is attached to a workow unit, i.e., to a workow, a subworkow, ora task. All the restrictions attached to a workow unit are set in a speci�ctask, called Set isolation, and, respectively, all the restrictions are unsetin a task called Unset isolation. A workow unit having such additional(sub)tasks is called an isolated workow unit. To illustrate this a task Tand the corresponding isolated task T are presented in Figure 7.1.
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successFigure 7.3: The execution graph of an isolated 2P-task.di�er only in the isolation task. For example, a workow may not needisolation at all when executed alone (i.e., as an independent workow) butit may have di�erent isolation settings when appearing as a subworkow inother workows.7.3 Data restrictions7.3.1 Expressing data restrictionsThe task Set isolation is a transaction that sets one or more restrictions(assertions). Setting an assertion fails if the assertion is not valid in thedatabase. In general, each assertion is formulated in a way that it producesa relation, and the assertion is valid only if the relation is empty. If anassertion is not valid then Set isolation fails.In order to illustrate the use of data restrictions we now return to theisolation problem of the Loan request workow. Particularly we show howit can be solved by data restrictions. Later on, we will show how the sameisolation problem could also be solved by using a task restriction.The isolation problem of the Loan request workowwas that the decisionof granting a loan is based among other things on the client's existing loanswhich were retrieved in the task Credit check. A necessary isolation require-ment is that the loans of a client are granted in a serial way, i.e., all thepreviously granted loans are known when a decision to grant or reject a newloan request is done. To enforce this requirement we extend the workowLoan request by the tasks Set isolation and Unset isolation as presented inFigure 7.4. The isolation tasks use the input parameters of the workowLoan request. We assume that the workow Loan request has three input
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variation BFigure 7.4: Isolated version of the workow Loan request processing.parameters: W-ClientNumber, W-ClientName, W-LoanAmount. So, an in-stance of the Loan request workow is activated, e.g., by the callLoan-request(12345, Smith, 10 000).Now the task Set isolation is comprised of the following transaction namedLoanIsolation:Program LoanIsolation(W-clientNumber)Begin TransactionSELECT COUNT(�) FROM Loans INTO :counterWHERE clientNumber = :W-clientNumber;CREATE ASSERTION <system generated name>(CHECK :counter =(SELECT COUNT(�) FROM LoansWHERE clientNumber = :W-clientNumber));End TransactionThe transaction �rst counts from the relation Loans (Figure 7.5) the numberof the loans the client has. Then the transaction creates an assertion, whichis named the client number. If the transaction commits, then the restrictionprevents adding new loans for the customer.For example, the call LoanIsolation(12345, Smith, 10000) would ensurethat no new loans for the customer 12345 (Smith) can be inserted until thedata restriction is released, i.e., the task Unset isolation is executed. Thetransaction Unset isolation would be the following:Program UnSetLoanIsolation(W-clientNumber)Begin TransactionDROP ASSERTION <system generated name>End Transaction
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Loans clientNumber loanNumberFigure 7.5: Relation Loans.In the previous example we enforced an assertion that restricts the num-ber of tuples of certain type. The two other common types of workowsisolation requirements are:� a certain attribute stays within a speci�ed range, and� a certain tuple is not deleted.To illustrate these types of restrictions we specify the restrictions Incre-mentWatch and DeleteWatch on the relation Loans.The following version of the restriction IncrementWatch ensures that theloan balances of a client (speci�ed by the input parameter) are not allowedto be increased at all.Program IncrementWatch(W-clientNumber)Begin TransactionCREATE ASSERTION <system generated name>AFTERUPDATE OF balance ON LoansREFERENCINGOLD AS OldTuple,NEW AS NewTupleCHECK (NOT EXISTS(SELECT balance FROM LoansWHERE clientNumber = :W-clientNumber ANDOldTuple.balance < NewTuple.balance))FOR EACH ROW;End TransactionThe clauses OLD AS and NEW AS refer to the old and new values of thetuple to be updated.By replacing the inequality in the WHERE clause by the inequality



82 7 Self-isolating workflowsNewTuple.balance < 1.1� OldTuple.balance ANDNewTuple.balance < 10 000the restriction would allow decrements and the increments which are lessthan 10 per cent as long as the new balance is less than 10 000.The restriction DeleteWatch (assertion) ensures that the tuple corres-ponding a certain loan cannot be deleted.Program DeleteWatch(W-loanNumber)Begin TransactionCREATE ASSERTION <system generated name>CHECK (EXISTS(SELECT * FROM LoansWHERE loanNumber = :W-loanNumber));End Transaction7.3.2 Managing data restrictionsWith traditional locking the conicts of locks are represented by a conictmatrix, and there may be more than one lock on a data item as long as thereare no conicting locks. For example, a write-lock conicts with anotherwrite-lock or read-lock, while there may exist many read-locks on a data itemas far as there exists no write-lock on the data item. Further, if additionallock types, such as increment-locks and decrement-locks, are introduced,then the conict matrix contains more than the basic four entries. If thescheduler produces conict serializable histories, then the lock manager hasto ensure that di�erent transactions do not have conicting locks on a dataitem.Although we use restrictions as locks they have essential di�erences ascompared with traditional locks. First, restrictions are stored in the data-base while traditional locks are stored in a volatile storage. Second, inscheduling self-isolating workows the conicts of data restrictions need notto be considered as each workow instance speci�es the isolation require-ments it needs. That is, each workow has a correctness criterion of itsown, while with conict schedulers (i.e., schedulers which produce serializ-able histories) each workow has the same correctness criterion, namely therequirement of serializability.In managing data restrictions it is necessary to check whether a requesteddata restriction (assertion) conicts with the state of the database. If therequest (assertion) conicts with the current state of the database (i.e., if theSQL-system rejects the assertion as it evaluates to false) then the request



7.3 Data restrictions 83is rejected; otherwise it is accepted. Hence, accepting a request for a datarestriction means that the restriction is valid at the time it is accepted, andthen the database system will enforce its validity until the data restrictionis dropped.To illustrate the management of data restrictions we will consider aninstance of the relation Accounts (Figure 7.6), and the following three datarestrictions which could easily be expressed as SQL-assertions.
accountNum clientName balance

55

22

33

Smith

Smith

2000

800

600

Accounts

FordFigure 7.6: Relation Accounts.Restriction R1: The balance of account 55 must be more than 1500.Restriction R2: The balance of account 55 must be less than 1200.Restriction R3: The balance of account 55 must be more than 1600.RestrictionsR1 and R2 are in a conict in the sense that they cannot be validsimultaneously. However, such a conict does not have to be detected as theacceptance of a data restriction is only based on the state of the database:if R1 is accepted, then account 55 must have a value that prevents theacceptance of R2. Also note that the validity of R3 also implies the validityof R1. However, such implications are meaningless as we do not know inwhich order the restrictions are dropped.Further assume the existence of the following (traditional) consistencyconstraints:Constraint C1: The sum of all the balances must be more than 10 000.Constraint C2: The sum of the balances of each client must be positive.Now assume that a workow instance issues the following restriction:Restriction R4: The sum of accounts 22 and 33 must be negative.



84 7 Self-isolating workflowsClearly this restriction conicts with constraint C2, and therefore it cannotbe accepted. Indeed the SQL-system would always reject R4 which impliesthat R4 cannot be true in the database.The fact that the system needs not �nd whether restrictions or con-straints are in conict eases the implementation and alleviates the burdenof the workow system.7.4 Task restrictionsWorkow systems store information concerning the proceeding of workowinstances, e.g., which tasks are active, terminated or failed. Such state in-formation is needed when the users are querying the state of certain work-ow instances. Also the scheduling of workow instances (i.e., enforcing thecorrect execution structure of workow instances) requires the use of stateinformation.Our idea is that by setting restrictions on the state information (rela-tions) it is possible to control the isolation (interleaving) of workow in-stances. Especially, by setting a restriction on the state information meansthat certain execution states are not allowed. Such restrictions we call taskrestrictions.We make a distinction between static and dynamic task restrictions.� Static task restrictions are created by the workow designer.� Dynamic task restrictions are created and dropped by the workowinstances.Analogous to data restrictions both kinds of task restrictions are expressedas assertions.7.4.1 Managing task restrictionsTo be more concrete we make some assumptions of the form of the stateinformation. Particularly, we assume that for each workow unit there is arelation called the task relation. Thus, there is a task relation correspondingwith each task, subworkow and entire workow. The name of the taskrelation is the name of the workow unit. Its attributes may include allor some of the input parameters of the workow unit. There may also beadditional attributes when needed. For example, if a workow instancecannot be identi�ed by its parameters, then the identi�cation number of aworkow instance (generated by the system) must be used as an attribute.



7.4 Task restrictions 85An important point in using task restrictions is that before a workowinstance, sayW , is allowed to execute a task T , it must succeed in insertinga tuple into the task relation T . However, the insertion fails if there is a taskrestriction (static or dynamic) on the task relation T that would evaluateto false after the insertion.The creation and dropping of task restrictions are performed in the Setisolation and Unset isolation tasks. Analogous to creating a data restrictionalso the creation of a task restriction may fail. It fails if the task restrictionis in conict with the state of the task relation. So the management oftask restrictions is analogous to the management of data restrictions, i.e.,accepting a task restriction is independent of other active task restrictions.When data restrictions and dynamic task restrictions are used we candivide the functions of the task Set isolation (concerning the task T ) intothree steps:1. Set data restrictions (if any).2. Set dynamic task restrictions (if any).3. Insert a tuple in the task relation T .If one of the above actions fails, then the task Set isolation fails. In thetask Unset isolation all the tuples that have been inserted in the task Setisolation are deleted and all the task restrictions and data restrictions setare dropped.7.4.2 An example of using task restrictionsWe now show how the isolation problem of the workow Loan request canbe solved by task restrictions.The parameters of the workow Loan request are the client's name andnumber and the amount of the requested loan. We therefore assume thatthere is a task relation LoanRequest. Its attributes include the input para-meters of the workow and an additional attribute, requestNum, which isused to identify the di�erent instances (Figure 7.7). The relation instanceindicates that Smith has two active loan requests, and Robinson and Tayloreach have one active loan request.Now it is possible to set static and dynamic task restrictions on therelation LoanRequests. For example, setting a static task restriction whichstates that there may not be two tuples having equal values on the attributeclientNumber would solve the problem of concurrent loan requests. Thiscan be done by the following SQL clause:
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clientName amount

70000

500

44 Robinson

Taylor

Smith33

11

33 Smith 4500

2300

LoanRequests requestNum

115

105

143

123

clientNumberFigure 7.7: Relation LoanRequests.ALTER TABLE LoanRequests ADD CONSTRAINT SingleWatchUNIQUE clientNumberBy using dynamic task restrictions we can specify still �ner isolationrequirements. In particular, di�erent instances may set appropriate restric-tions on the relation LoanRequests or on other task relations. For example,in the beginning of the processing of Taylor's loan request it is possible toset a task restriction on the task relation corresponding to the subworkowCredit check which states that there may be at most one tuple where theattribute clientNumber equals to 11. Such a restriction can be expressed asfollows:Program RequestWatch(W-clientNumber)Begin TransactionCREATE ASSERTION <system generated name>(CHECK(SELECT COUNT(�) FROM CreditCheckWHERE clientNumber = :W-clientNumber) � 1);End TransactionSo, if the request RequestWatch(11) is accepted then during the processingof Taylor's loan request other workows are not allowed to evaluate Taylor'scredit worthiness.Task restrictions can also be used for other purposes. For example, as inmany workows some tasks require human interaction, there may be reas-ons for imposing a limit on the number of simultaneous workow instancesaccording to the human resources available. A constraint to this e�ect canbe simply enforced by assertions stating the maximal number of tuples inappropriate task relations, or by specifying more complex assertions. Forexample, with the workow Loan request the maximal number of concurrent



7.5 The scheduling policy of self-isolating workows 87instances might be a function of the requested amounts.Also with partially automated tasks and workows there may be a needto control the time when they are started. For example, a short lasting andpartially automated task should be started only on o�ce hours, otherwisethey may hold on some resources (e.g., on data) for an unnecessarily longtime.7.5 The scheduling policy of self-isolating work-owsIn Section 3.4 we presented a workow system architecture where concur-rent workow instances were scheduled by the isolation manager. We nowanalyse its scheduling policy.In general, a scheduler is a program that controls the execution of concur-rent activities. When it receives an operation it may immediately scheduleit, delay it, or reject it. Each scheduler usually favors one or two of thesechoices. Depending on what the scheduler favors the distinction betweenaggressive and conservative schedulers can be done.An aggressive scheduler tends to avoid delaying operations, and so itloses the opportunity to reorder operations it receives later on. A conser-vative scheduler tends to delay operations, and so it can reorder operationsit receives later on. Each type of scheduler works well for certain types ofapplication. We next consider which kind of scheduling policy is appro-priate for the isolation manager. We �rst consider the scheduling of datarestrictions and then the scheduling of task restrictions.7.5.1 Scheduling data restrictionsThe isolation manager (Figure 3.10) schedules the tasks that we have called\set isolation tasks", which in the subsequent analysis will be shortly calledSI-tasks.The isolation manager accepts an SI-task if it succeeds in setting therequested restriction on the database. Analogously a traditional lockingscheduler accepts a lock request if it succeeds in inserting the requested lockin a lock table.If the isolation manager fails in setting a restriction (i.e., the requestedrestriction is not true in the database), it rejects the SI-task. Hence, thefailure of an SI-task causes the failure of the entire task as we have alreadyillustrated in Figure 7.1.



88 7 Self-isolating workflowsThe isolation manager is an aggressive or a conservative scheduler de-pending on whether it rejects the failed SI-task, or whether it places it in aqueue internal to the isolation manager for waiting a subsequent execution.If the isolation manager places the failed SI-task in a queue it cannot removeit from the queue until the database is in a state where the requested datarestriction is true. However, due to the static nature of data restrictions, it isnot likely that after a delay the database will be in such a state. Therefore,we conclude that the isolation manager should not delay the failed requests.That is, only an aggressive scheduling policy is appropriate for schedulingdata restrictions.7.5.2 Scheduling task restrictionsAn essential di�erence between a data restriction and a task restrictionis that the former is a constraint on the database while the latter is aconstraint on the informationmodelling the state of workow instances (i.e.,task relations). So, when task restrictions are used the isolation managermay also receive requests to set a restriction on a task relation and requeststo insert a tuple in a task relation.The isolation manager accepts a restriction on a task relation if it doesnot conict with the current state of the task relation, and it accepts theinsertion into a task relation if the insertion does not violate the consistencyof the task relation.As task relations model the state of workow instances they are very dy-namic. Workow instances may also set and unset assertions (i.e., dynamictask restrictions) on them and thereby task relations are also dynamic withrespect to their consistency constraints. Note that task relations are similarto traditional lock tables in that their content is also determined accordingto the current activities (transactions).If the setting of a task restriction fails there is a tuple or a temporalconstraint that caused the failure. However, unlike with data restrictions, itis likely that after a delay the tuple or the constraint that caused the failurewill be removed, i.e., when the workow instance(s) that caused the failurehave been �nished. This suggests that the isolation manager should use aconservative scheduling policy with task restrictions, i.e., place the failedrequest in a queue, and later on remove the request from the queue andexecute it.In general, scheduling policies which use delaying require a solution forthe problem of deadlocks [BHG87]. A solution with workows is to executethe tasks of a workow in a prede�ned order even though the workowdetermines only a partial order of the tasks. Also if two workows have



7.6 Discussion 89more than one common task then in both workows the common tasksshould be executed in a prede�ned order.7.6 DiscussionWe have considered the use of data and task restrictions in ensuring exe-cution atomicity. The proposed method is exible in the sense that manyisolating requirements can be enforced by a data restriction or by a taskrestriction. Which type of restriction should be used depends on the isol-ation requirements. On the other hand, with some workows it might bemore appropriate to use syntactic information in specifying transactionalproperties. For example, in [PTV96b, PTV97] we considered tasks' trans-actional integration where it is possible to de�ne which tasks comprise aunit of atomicity and which tasks comprise a unit of serializability. To illus-trate this, assume that transaction Tw (withdrawing from an account) andTd (depositing to an account) are ACID-transactions, and we then want toform task Tt (transfer of money) by combining Tw and Td. Now it is is pos-sible to de�ne that Tt is a unit of atomicity while Tw and Td are the units ofserializability. In this choice a user may see the money to be transferred onneither of the accounts, on one account, or on both accounts. This suggeststhat extending our semantic approach by the features of transactional taskintegration might increase the usability of the approach.
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Chapter 8ConclusionsWe have studied the transactional properties of workows, and their re-lationships to aspects such as workow modularity and reusability. Thenotion of task variations was introduced to increase tasks reusability. Thevariations of a task may di�er either in their functionality or in their trans-actional properties.An important property of a workow is its atomicity. Most transactionalworkow models use some form of compensation to ensure the atomicity ofa workow. We introduced options to ensure failure atomicity. A workowinstance acquires options, and if the workow instance can be committedthen the options are eventually realized by installing the updates to thedatabase. Through options we avoid the problems of dirty data.We considered the implementation of options by speci�c two-phase tasks.A two-phase task divides task execution into two short-lasting ACID trans-actions, and thereby decreases the time the tasks hold their data resources.The coordination of two-phase tasks was carried out by the failure atomicityprotocol. The protocol is similar to the two-phase commit (2PC) protocolin that it consists of a vote phase and a decision phase. It di�ers from the2PC protocol in that its communication topology is not restricted to twolevels. Nor does the commitment require yes-votes from all the participants,but only from the vital tasks.The range of the applicability of options is wide. By allowing partiallyrealizable options negotiation-like cooperation between tasks can be suppor-ted. The cooperation can be carried out by a protocol which only deviatesfrom the 2PC protocol in that the spectrum of the negotiation is not re-stricted to atomic commitment.A self-isolating workow sets and unsets restrictions in a way similarto the way in which traditional transactions obtain and release locks. Arestriction can be imposed on the data items on the database or on the91



92 8 Conclusionsstate information of tasks. Both kinds of restrictions can be expressed asassertions in the SQL database language.At this point we summarize the feasibility of the ideas we have presented.We evaluate the di�erent approaches from four points of view.� Failure atomicity: each workow instance should reach an acceptedtermination state.� Isolation: concurrent workow instances should not interfere with eachother.� Performance: the workow instances should hold data resources onlywhen it is necessary to ensure the required isolation or atomicity prop-erties.� Usability: the speci�cation of workow's failure and isolation require-ments should be intuitive and clear.These aspects are highly related: each can be easily achieved at theexpense of others. For example, the traditional correctness criteria of anatomic transaction and a serializable history are ideal in view of all but theperformance aspect, and the criteria provide failure and execution atom-icity. These criteria are also intuitive and clear: all or any of the actions areperformed and the e�ect is equivalent to that of a serial execution. The ap-plication programmer does not have to take care of failures and concurrency.Unfortunately, this is not the case with semantic models, including our ap-proach. Instead, the workow designer must have a thorough insight intothe application semantics to be able to write compensating transactions, oroptions and restrictions using our approach. However, there is probably noother way than the use of semantic models to preserve su�cient perform-ance.We assume that the correctness aspect is a strength of our approach.Through the expression power of SQL-assertions we can specify the isol-ation requirements of workows. Further, through options we can avoidthe correctness problems related to dirty data, and by using data and taskrestrictions it is possible to prevent those interleavings where concurrentactivities would interfere with each other. On the other hand, we arguethat the prede�ned isolation and atomicity properties provided by advancedtransaction models (ATMs) are neither always necessary nor meaningful forall workows. In fact, only in a very limited class of applications they canachieve the ideal correctness and performance.We also argue that the performance aspect is a major strength of ourapproach. The more accurately the isolation requirements can be expressed



93the higher degree of concurrency can be achieved. Using the full expressionpower of SQL-assertions a workow designer can specify very accurately theisolation requirements.The usability is a critical issue with our approach. The problem (for usas well as with any model using semantic information) is that the workowdesigner is burdened with writing options and restrictions. However, thethreshold of this additional function is lowered as it can be done usingSQL features familiar to database designers. On the other hand, workowdesigners have to know the application well enough to be able to writeoptions and restrictions. Writing options is similar to writing compensatingactions in ATMs.Probably, the only way to evaluate de�nitively our proposed transac-tional workow would be to implement a workow system that uses theideas presented and to test the system in the case of some real applications.
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